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PREFAOE
For

an uuderstanding of the drama during the colonial

period of New Spain,

a knowledge

of the cultural background

of the Indians as well as that of the Spaniards is necessary •

...,

!oth pagan and Ohristian elements

influenced the development

of the thea.t er.
The purpose of this survey
sta.te of things as they were,
two currents

and

the

i#

to

merely

to

record the

give the baCkground of the

development

that resulted from their

co nfl uence.
The gathering of materials has been no easy task,
the documentation is, indeed,

fragmentary.

for

However, the re-

cent investigations of scholars in }lexico and in this country
have made available a vast amount of data,
the way for

the

eventual

rounding

fair degree of completeness.
tive account based on

the

and they have led

out of the story

The present survey is

theatre

a tenta-

scattered evidence now available,

and should reveal the present status of our knowledge
colonial

wlth~a

in Mexico,

a

of the

significant chapter in

the

cultural history of that nation.
A division of the field into types of drama has'
made for clarity
parallel

and

because

of

been

the distinctive, although

development of various types of the secular aud re-

ligious drama during the colonial period.

- a -

'r
"

"

The

bibliography has been prepared with special care,

.,'

I

since there is

as

yet no comprehensive, up-to-date bibliog-

raphy of the colonial theatre in Mexico available.
The following libraries in Chicago
consulted:

and vicinity

were

Loyola University Libru;n Newberry Library;

Northwestern University Library, Evanston;
publi c Library. Elgi n; the Chi cago Publi c
University of Chicago Library.

•

the

Ga.il

Library;

The University of

the

Borden
a.nd

the

Notre Dame

Library was visited and the following contacted by correspondence:

The Dominican House of Studies, River Forest;

st. Rita

Library, Augustinian; and the st. Oyril-Mt. Carmel Library
the Carmelites.

of

The Catholic University, Washington. D.C.,the

University of 'lorida, Miami; and the University

of Texas

at

Austin, were also contacted.
The writer wishea to acknowledge the patience
suffering of the following teachers:
High School, Chicago;

Mr.

Gordon

University, Huntley High School;

Miss Emma
Stringer

of

and long

,..

Crane

Park,

Northwestern

Dr. Hugh Field, Loyola

versity. Chicago; Dr. Pena, ConSUl from Santiago,
Xavier University, CinCinnati, Ohio,

Uni-

Chile,

and Dr. John Van

St.'
Horne

of the University of, Illinois.
The

inspiration

Dr. J. M. Espinosa,
courses required

for

of Dr. Salvador and the direction

have made possible the completion
the

degree

b -

of the

of Master of Arts and this

survey of the drama in colonial MexiCO.
-

I

of

I ITRODUCTIOI'
Few events in

history

have

been more fully covered

by a written record than the Spanish conquest
ation of America.

The

general

histories,

and

coloniz-

bibliographies,

handbooks, and outlines of Spanish American history and literature list and record all of the known facts.
lished documents are almost limitle\s •

The

.A. complete

raphy of all such available material would

unpubbibliog-

cover many pages

and indicate a library of no mean proportions.
The reader is impressed by the number of
countered:

the

first

viceroy,

"firsts" en-

the first bishop, the first

printing press, the first church, the first school, the first
university.

One

is

led

to believe that he will eventually

read the name of the first author who produced the first play

...

Drama

in the first theater, but it is not as simple as that.
was going through

the

stage

of tlgrowing pains" in the

World and was destined to undergo a
the New

parallel

Old

development in

"0 rld.

Many special studies have been made of the outstanding
figures in the drama in colonial Mexico.

Biographies

of the

pioneer Islava, the well-known Sor Juana In6s de la Cruz, and
Alarcdn abound.

Collections of

anthologies are numerous.

their

Students

works and excerpts in

have

journals of learned societies the results
-

i

-

contributed to the
of

their research

ii
pro ject son the various i nt er-relat io nships

0

f the

d~~a

the church, the "10 cal go vernment, the home go vernment,
isb society,

and the

natives.

Archaeological

assisted literary efforts toward a better

with
Span-

studies have

understanding

of

the colorful background of the Indi6ns.
What

can

their response
give them
legion:

we say of the background of the Indians and
•
to the efforts of t~ir white conquerors to

European culture and

religion?

The sources

are

the correspondence of individuals, the official gov-

ernment records,

church records.

contemporary

or near con-

temporary chronicles, mostly the work of missionaries.
of which have
editions,

some

been republished in recent scholarly annotated

thoroughly

documented, and the

ruins

of

former

pagan ci viIi zatio ns that demand the assi stance of the archaeologist rather than

that

of the

modern bibliographical d~

tective. l
The letters or dispatches ot Oort's,
of Bernal Diaz,

the records of the

Olmedo who accompanied the
first pastor of Tlaxcala

~~~

the

History

like Las Casas and

conquistadores,2
who baptized the

~

lray

Diaz, the

last four

kings,

1 A.. M. To'zzer,
,"Mexican Manuscripts".
Smithsonian
Institution Report (Washington:
S. Printing Office, ~9rrr.

U.

2

()Uxico:

A.gustin Millares Oarlo,
editor,
~
~nicQ
londo De Oultura Econdmica, 1942). p. sviii.

~

iii
and the twelve Jranciscans who came over as

Pedro de Gant e, 3
missionaries

~.,

Oort~s

after

references to the dances

of

petitioned the crown, all contain
the Indians, their dramatic de-

Telopment, and the state of their primitive theater.
The local government
cabildQ.

~

la

h

~~

records~

V~xic2,or

consist

of the actas

Resolutions of the Oounci1

of the City of Mexico, which are rather complete up

•

The official government records in
marily of manuscripts

now

~

to

1643. 4

Spain consist pri-

preserved in the Archive

of

the

Indies in Seville. and in the Bibli~~~ ~cion~l in Madrid. 5
The books include the chronicles,
Indian codexes

and

manuscripts

histories,

and the

rescued by such scholars as

'ray Sahag'ln. 6
The church records include letters and
the religious

to

their

~

sent by

Superiors in Mexico and Spain. 7 The

extent of the contribution of the
by Ricard in his

report~

OQng~Atte

missionarie~

JRit1tuellA

,...

is well stated
~ ~~.

He

3 A. Curtis Wilgus, editor, Oolonial Hispanic America,
(Washington D. C.: 1936), Appenilcel, pp. 573-662.
!ant~

4 Harvey L. JohnsQ n, All Hillu st! ~ri unfo ~!2...!.
(Philadelphia:
U. of Pennsylvania, 1941), p. 5,

5 Irving A. Leonard, "A Shipment of 'comediast to the
Indies", Hispanic Review, .11 (January, 1934), p. 5.
(Paris:

6.Robert Ricard, La Conquette SRirituelle ~ Mexique
University of PariS, 1933), p. 27. Doctorate.
7

Johnso n,

OPe

ci t., p. 5.

rr·

----------------l-v

!

says tha.t th ere is at 1 east a mi nimum

0

f

0

ne. hundred.,and ni ne

published works covering the period from 1524 to 1572, 'alone,
eighty Franciscan, sixteen Dominican, eight Augustinian, five
anonymous, sixty-six lahuatl, thirteen Tarasque. and others. S
The archaeological

contrib~tlon.

may be found in the

publications of learned societies and colleges,9
Of the great horde of writers for the popular taste on
Mexico, the less said the better.
wrong side of the

rug

"

Too

often

they

show the

and forget to show the beauty

of the

figures woven out of the threads of history.
The colonial period in Mexico

began

before

ours and

lasted longer, roughly. the three centuries from l500-1S00.
The influence of the geography of the New World upon a
people who had led a comparatively orderly.

civilized exist-

ence for generations in Europe can easily be

imagined.

Variations from fertile coast land to

tropical forest

dense

growth, then up the majestic mountains to find
perate plateau, must have given them

catches that meaning even in such titles

So

....

the vast tem-

very much

feeling that HAll the world's a stage.·

The

the dramatic

much so that one

as

the

historical

work entitled TeatrQ K!jicano by Vetancourt. lO

---------

S Ricard, ~~. cit •• p. 65.

9 Tozzer, ~. ~.
10 Agustin de Vetancourt (1620-1700). Teatro Mejicapo,
1695-1698, 2 Vols. (Mexico~ Icazbalceta, 1870-1871. 4 Vols.

v

A modern writer has recaptured that spirit in

~

his de-

scription from the artist's point of view.
The main theater in which the drama of Mexican history was enacted is the Valley of Mexico.
It is a great
bowl,
situated near the exact center of Mexico, of which
the "floor· or bottom is 7500 feet above the level of the
sea,
and of which the rim ri~es many thousands of feet
higher,
se that nowhere can one leave the valley without
at least ascending above the ten thousand foot line. l1
Of the general effect of the thoroughness of

•

the con-

quest upon the indigenous inhabitants we have the perfect apology in the words of Carlos Basauri who has recently written
the history of his own people.
The conquest, first, and the isolation and the abanddonment in which the Indians were found later have broken
the chains which should unite them to their past, in such
a way that the principal traditions and legends that we
find in the historical works,
and were collected by the
first chroniclers who came to the continent are not known
by the majority of Indians who are ignorant of history.l2
Bertram D. Wolfe, the artist in words mentioned above,
gives a more clear-cut and unbiased picture,

from

~

our point

of view, than his collaborator, Diego Rivera, in pictures.
And if men like Fray Landa were consumed with a fanatic fury to burn all manuscripts and obliterate all traces
of indigenous culture, it is to priests like Fray Sahag~n
that we owe such knowledge of indigenous tongues and cultures and institutions as have come down to us. 13

11 Bertram D. Wolfe, portrait
Covici-Friede, 1937), p. 64.

of

i!Z~~

(New York:

12 Carlos Basauri, La ~b!acion I nd1,ena ~ ~~
(Mexico:
Secretaria de Educacidn P~blica, 1940), p. 91.

13

Wolfe,

~.

.
Sii., p. 94.

vi
Ravael GarcIa Granados
manuscripts of

Mexico

in discussing the pre-Hispanic
~

says that today there are only twenty

or twenty-two in existence,

three or four in

They

Mexico.

are concerned with rituals, astronomy, history, geography and
economics.

It

after

Conquest

the

is

interesting to .ote that Indian maps made
with hieroglyphic inscriptions were ac-

cept.d as evidence in disputes over land titles

•

by

the tri-

bunals of the Spanish viceroys until far into the seventeenth
century.

Two documents

sixteenth century.

of

this

type

The most important,

which was sent to Charles V as an example
and culture,

is now

at

were produced in the
the

~endocin~ Q~~.

of Indian

writing

the !odleyan Library and the Sierra

Codex which contains the records of the Parish of Santa Catarina Texupan,

is now

in

the

Puebla. 14 These early picture

archives
writings

of the Academy
are

classified

of
a8
~

pictographs and ideographs as they represent not only persons
and places but some symbols were used for syllables and whole
ideas, as "running watero· 15
first

BahuaY!iA~,

Sahag.n,

According

to the historian and

many of these records

stroyed by the Indians themselves at the

Auto

and

they fall

those

burned by King Izoatl

"lest

de

were de-

F.

de Mani
in~o

the

14 Rafael Garcia Granados,
"Pre-Hispanic Manus~ripts
of Mexico", I~xican!£t l~, VII (July, 1939), nope
15 Harry H. Dunn,
"Now We Can Read Montezuma's Library", Illustrated World, XXXVII (August, 1922), 833-836.

rI

I

vii
bands of the vulgar and be scorned."

of the nineteenth century undoubtedly some
destroyed.16

We

can

only

.'

revolutio ns

During the

were accidentally

conjecture whether or not any of

them were concerned with the

drama

and theater as such.

No

doubt those bearing on the pagan riJ;uals would be most closely related to the subject. We can presume that since they had
no alphabet,

even though they had some phonetic glyPhs, that

the picture writing

.

was too cumbersome to record their

met-

rical accounts and that they were handed down orally from one
generation to the next. l ?

Dramatic poetry was recorded later

in works such as the listoria QhiclLemeSA by Ixtlilxochitl. 18
The valiant struggle of Fray
posterity the evidences
lated by Ricard.

Sahag~n

to

preserve for

of Indian culture is faithfully

The -places

where

re-

he labored and even the

names of his assistants are given in detail, the heart breaking experience of

having

....

his papers dispersed by a Superior

and then the final vindication

and approval

regional work of the same type is the Relacidn

are recorded. A
de

Michoac!n

of Fray Martin de Jes~s de la Coruna. 19

----------------

16 Granados, !~. ~.

I? J. H. Cornyn, "An Aztec Drama", !ooks AS~,
(July, 1934), 262.
~

VIII

18 Alfred Coester, A ~terarl Historl ~ ~anish Am~
(New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1941), p. 4.
19 Ricard, ~. cit., Chap. II.

viii
The work of the codices

begun

found many helping hands during the
includes his

~ ¥or!k~

in volume

series on the Antiquities

by

Fray

centuries.
five

of

Sl!. Mexico, 1830.

.'

Sahagt.n

has

Xingsborough

the seven volume
The Mayer edition

of the .QQdU 1!.1ervau of Le Duc de.;Lo·.ubat is dated 1901. and
the S e 1 ere d i t ion

0

f the Bo r gi a

.QQ.W.

13 e r Ii n, 1903 • Th e same

year Zelia Nuthall of the University of California, Berkeley,
~hjl

publi shed
is based

0

l2.2..k 21. ibJl ll!.!.

•

g,L ihe Anc~ l!.xi c~B.!, whi ch

n the co dex in the Natio nal Cent ral Li brary

city ot Florence,

Italy.

The Mayer

0

f the

edition is not colored,

the SeIer edition, tinted, and the Nuthall edition is in full
color.

21.

~

In the Icazbalceta collection, Volume II is the

.Q2.~

Franciscans, and IV and V are devoted to Mendieta. The

!ntiqult~

of Xingsborough

include tacsimilies

of

ancient

Mexican paintings and hieroglyphics. He lists indebtedness to
works in

the

libraries

of Paris, Berlin, Dresden,

Rome, Bologna, and London. 20

The Vatican and

Bodelian

raries possess the most important of these codexes.
in his Aztecs of

Hexi~

lists twenty five of

,..

Vienna,
Lib-

Vaillant

these collect-

ions that have historical value. 2l

.20 Lord Kingsborough,
4ntiguii1~ Sl!. l!~i~ (Londres:
Ricardo Taylor, 1830), V. 464. This volume contains only the
[tstoria Universal of Sahapn.
21 George Clapp Vaillant, A£tecs Sl!. ijlxicQ: origin,
rise and fall ~ th~ AAijl£ ~ation (Garden City,
New York:
Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 1941), p. 25.

ix
Most

of

Spain may be found in the general histories
erature.

.'

the material on the origins of the drama in

These give

the

framework~

of

Spanish lit-

and are supplemented

the i nnumerabl e speci al studi e s.

Excell ent no t at io ns

origins are given in the texts of

M.rim~e

0

by

n the

and Morley, Romera-

Navarro, Hurtado y Palencia, Valbuena Prat, Cejador y Frauca,
and Fitzmaurice-Kelly, with copious notes and

biblio~raphical

citations. 22 Of the works dealing e:peciallY with the origins
the special works of de Moratfn and Valbuena Prat, are
standing, both in content and organization.

out-

J. P. Wickersham

Orawford's account of the drama before Lope is the

most

plete to .date. 23

extensive

Cejador Y Frauca contains a very

and useful bibliography.

The

Valbuena

com-

Prat bibliography is

selective but refers to more general works on the drama.

22 Ernest Merim~e and S. Griswold Morle" A ~to~z ~
~~~ ~lterature (New York: Henry Holt and
C~mpany,
1931~
M. Romera-.avarro t Distorta S& 14 l1teratur. ~an~la (New
York: D. O. Heath~andCo.,1928); Juan Hurtado de la Serna y
Angel GonzAlez Palencia, lU..!ioria UU ill!J:atu;,{! ~{!nola
(Madrid: Olozag~, 1937); Gustavo Gili, editolf, HistQria ~ U I
literatura eSBanola, Angel Valbuena Prat (!arcelona: Calle de
Enrique Granados, 45,1938),2 vols.; JUlio Cejador y Frauca
iistoria criii£§ II 1& leng~a Z l1i~~i~ castellana (Madrid:
Originally in 14 volumes, 1915-1922) 14 vols. in 15.; James
Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A ~~ Histo~ ~ ~~anish ~iteratur~ (Oxford
University Press, 1926.
23 Leandro FernAndez de Moratln, Qtfgen~! ~ teatr~
. espa~ol (Madrid: Real academia, Aguado. impresor, 1830-1831);
Angel Va1buena Prat, ~~teratu~ drami~~ esp~nQla(!arce1on~:
Editorial Labor, 1930); James P.
Wickersham Crawford, Span~
!..!1!. drama before LOR! ~ Ve,a (Publications of the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1922.

x
There is no dea.rth
theater

in

0

f mat erial s o n

the origip of the

•

Spain and its development up to the discovery of

the New World, and its continuing influence during the perIod
of colonial expansion and settlement.
from Alfonso e1 Sabio

to

lerdinand~

The
and

three

centuries

Isabella was

to be

followed by the flowering of the Golden Age.
Row was

this

phase

of

Sp~lsh

culture to fare upon

transplantation to a new environment and what

part was it to

play in the making of the new nations across the sea? The ge.
era1 sources

have

already been mentioned.

There are three

bibliographical works which cover the entire colonial period.
The fi r st

0

f the se is the valuable J!i blioo.:raf! ~ me,1i c@:na

hl

siglo xvi o.f Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta, who

lived from 1825

to 1894, and published his work in 1886. The

second

is

the

Vicente
Paula Andrade. 1844-1914,

~

published in 1894 and a second ed·

ition in 1898. The Edicidn de 1a Sociedad cientifica "A1zate"
is the most readable for ready reference.

The

third is

11b1Iograffa mejicana del 8io.:lo xviii of NicolAs Le6n,
1929.

the
1859·

This was reprinted by F. Dlaz de Ledn, 1902-1908.

It

includes over 3300 titles and includes texts of several manuscripts, reprints of a number of rare books and extracts, annotated.

These three works cover the years 1539 to 1800.

these should be added the useful,
Francisco Monterde, llb1iogr!fla

general

m

bibliography

To
of

ieatro !.!! M.!Jico, 1933.

Of

the

early published works many

cles, such as those of the
Sahag~n,

Franciscans, Motolinia,

vetancourt, Torquamada;

Dominican;

fundament~l

chroni-

Mendieta,

the works of Davila Padilla,
Olavi jaro

Grijalva. Augustinian;

and

A.legre,

Jesuits; the many histories of the "Indies and local histories,
as well as special histories by members of
1 i gi 0 us

0

r der s ,

the

different re-

all contain scattered material for the

•

of the drama throughout the colonial period.

A

study

consideration

of the post-Columbian aboriginal writers would require several
volumes.

The outstanding

work is the

lernando de Alva, Ixtlilxochitl,
royal line of Tezcuco.
interpreter.

This

~~ real~~

work

who

a

Histgri~

lineal

Chichemeci

decendant

of

of the

was employed by the viceroy as an

compares favorably with

t~e

Cgmment-

of the Inca. Garcilasso de la Vega, on the native

background in Peru.

Certain

histories

were

written

particular bias, as that of Las Casas in support of the

with,.. a
India~

the True History of Bernal Diaz in rebuttal to Gomara's "court"
history, and that of DurAn in exile, for the Jesuit cause. The
rhymed chronicles of Terrazas. Escoiquiz,
Vega and Francisco Ruiz de Ledn,
flections.

Gabriel Lasso de la

are literary. historical re-

One of the most interesting accounts is that' of El

Oonquistador Andnimo, relative to some things of the New World
and the great city of Temestit!n.

This remarkable descrilptive

account of homes, food, clothing. customs and sepulture,
first included in the compendium of Ramusio.

was

xii

.-

Histories and histories of literature of
erica by citizens of the

United

States

necessity based on the older works.

of

Span,i sh A.m-

America are of

Some of them are trans-

lations and some are adaptations, while others

are

compar-

ative, quoting several of the origiaal sources

on a

point.

In literature

the

pioneer effort of Ticknor is still valu-

able in spite of its lack of bibliography.

•

R1oseco, and Moses are comprehensive.

Coester, Torres-

The handbooks for the

study of the literature of Spanish America give in condensed
.111

form outlines that may be used .for further study.
these books contain reliable

bibliographical

the older works and to later researches

that

of

references to
have modified

former concepts or complemented them by more exact knowledge
of the facts.

Many valuable contributions have been made by

American students

to

the. general. fund of knowledge

of the

,...

theater and drama during the colonial.period in Mexico.

The

relations of the two countries in was and in peace have been
governed by the factors of our English and Spanish
backgrounds.
cl usi ve.

cultural

At times these have 'seemed to be mutually

Ho wever',

in

eras

0

ex-

f goo d feeli ng as evi denced by

the present "good neighbor" policy,

there is an

lmpetu~

the study of the Spanish historioal

background

of

for

our own

states whioh is inextricably bound up with that of our neighbors to the south.

To

understand

Hispanic America we must

know its culture, an important part of whioh is the drama.

EL CONQUISTADOR ANONIMO
RELACION DE ALGUNAS COSAS DE
LA NUEVA ESPA~A, Y DE
LA GRAN CIUDAD DE
TEMISTITAN MEXICO;
ESCHITA POR UN
COMPA~ERO

••

DE
HERNAN CORTES

r.==::;::::::;:::;z:;::;;,

STA TIERRA DE

LA NUEVA ESPA~A ES
semejante a Espana, y los
montes, valles y llanos son casi de la misma manera, excepto que las sierras son mas terribles y asperas; tanto, que
no se pueden subir sino con
infinito trabajo, y hay sierra,
a 10 que se sa be, que se extiende mas de doscientas leguas. Hayen esta provincia de la
Nueva Espana grandes rios y manantiales de agua dulce muy
buena; extensos bosques en los montes y nanos, de muy altos

I!:==========::J

Pl'

CHAPTER

I

ORI GI NS 0 F THE THEAT ER IN MEXI CO
Looking baok to the beginnings of things in Amerioa in
1492, we realize the dramatio
events.

imporJ;anoe

of

the historioal

The first deoades oonstituted a period of

trial and

erro r. Set t 1 ement s were fo unded that di d no t endure, the Li ne
•

of Demaroation
sinoe

it

n

divided 7et unknown lands with Portugal,

and

was believed that out17ing isles of the Indies had

been reaohed, the native inhabitants were referred to as "los
indios. nl

The interim to 1519 ras filled with suooessful and

unsuooessful attempts
islands and along
first settlements.

at exploration and oolonization in the

the ooasts

in fan-like radiation from the

In 1517 HernAndez,

and in 1518

Grlj.lva

reoonnoitered the gulf ooast from Yuoatan to Vera Cruz.
7ears

Some

....

before eight men had been lost in a shipwreok when go-

1 ng from Dari en to Hi spanl0 la.
Aguilar.

0 ne 0 f

the se was

J ercS nimo de

When he heard of the presenoe of Cort6s and his men

he obtained permission of his master to join them. His aid as
an i nt erpret er wi th Dona Mari na lat er pro ved i nval uabl e. 2

1 S8.J.D.uel Kettel, translator, "The Journal of Columbus,"
The ~lletin
l l i ian Amerioan YAiQn, LXVI (Deoember, 1932).
827-831.

u:

2 James Truslow Adams, Tne 12i£ ~
Little, Brown, and Company. 1931), p. 11.
-

1 •

Amerioa

(!oston:

2

eorths was the first of a line of valiant and courag-

4"

eoU8 men to bring the continent
man.

under the rule of the white

»y coincidence he fulfilled the legend of Quetzalcoatl

who was born in the year

~

4catl, one reed,

of

the

calendar and was to return again i~7such a year. 3
personal

~ppearance

adventurers,

agreed with the prophecy.

the conguistadores,

were

•

Nahua

Even

Those

his

hardy

more concerned with

making history than with the fine points of literary expres8io n.

Their relaciones and the

~art~

of the missionaries,

which appeal to the more literal and scientific minded reader as more
material

interesting because authentic, furnished the raw
for

the

scribes

of history and the epiC, lyriC,

and dramatic outpourings of scores of the literati,
them contemporary,

some of

but many more of whom were to follow, as

the new order in the New World became stabilized. Rarely, as
in the case of Ercilla's

Arauca~,

did one of these

...

adventu~

ous spirits tell his story in polished literary form. 4
one of them wrote a play but they were all destined

Not

to play

their parts in the plays written about them by others. 5

3 Bertram D.
Wolfe
and
Diego
Rivera,! ~ort
rait of Mexico (New York:
Covici-Friede. 1937), p. 86.

4 Alonso de Ercl1la y Z~niga, ~ Arau~ (Madrid: M.
Rivadeneyra. 1866).
5 Margaret Shed, "Conquistadores Conquistados, A Dance
of the Guatemala Highlands,- Theater Arts, XXIII (May, 1931),
371-377.

3

Since we cannot look

.

to the medieval knights

riding fiery steeds

and

the first drama

Mexico,

in

carrying

fire-spittin~

.'

weapon

armor

weapons for

we must look elsewhere

those who found the drama a more suitable

~n

to find

for a much

hi gher purpo se.
The

religious

only gained

a

united

years of Moorish rule,
Europe,
ment

0

also

ideal

of

country
but

made

the Spaniards which had not
for them after eight hundred

•

them the dominant power in

inspired the discovery, and led to the settle-

f .Ameri ca.

The man

0

Go d was to walk wi th the swo rd-

f

girt knight and enjoy his protection and
to act as a counter weight,

b~nevolence.

a counter balance, a

as well as a directing influence to keep

his

He was

restrainin~

brother's face

toward that ideal.
Unlike the first English settlers of
were dissatisfied with
their country
Spain,

and

the

our country

who

,...

religious and political state of

were running away from it all, the men of

fresh from great moral,

tories at home saw that in the

religioUS, and military victransplantin~

of their SOCial,

political and economic institutions and their Ohristian faith
to a new and undeveloped land. lay unlimited

opportunit~es.

A

desire for permanence for the future guided them. 6

6 Alfred Ooester. A ~iterar~ list9r~ ~ !nanish Amerisecond edition (lew York: Macmillan and Oompany, 1928),
p. 1.
~,

4

History tells

us

that

Oolumbus

.'

brought with him on

his second voyage to the New World thirteen monks. 7 These men
established the first church

and the

first

school,

and no

doubt gave the first dramatic representations in America. The
Archivas R1AidricQs

1!

~ Pue~~ ~

Mar Oaribe and similar

efforts will, no doubt, in time give us this first chapter on
Spain in America, covering roughly the first half century, in
an integrated and thoroughly documented
form. 8
•
What did the Spaniards bring with them to Mexico?
how were the

Indians disposed by their own traditions to

And
ac-

cept what the white gods brought?
In the writings
friars

there

of

the con.9,uistadores and

the first·

are

many references to the state of the drama

among the natives.

Later scholars and research workers have

added greatly to this store of knowledge.
Of

the

background

the theat er amo ng

of the natives Monterde says that

the anci ent Mexi cans was a fo rm of expres-

sian derived from the dances of
death,

history,

th~

sun and elements, spring,

daily happenings, agriculture and the hunt.

and the emotions of love, duty, sorrow. and faith.
of Tlaloc and Netzhualcoyotl

7 00 est er, 2.l1.

.£!i.,

are

The h)lmns

dramatic in construction.

p. 2.

8 Roscoe R. Hill, Han4book of Latin
(Cambridge: Harvard

American Studies,

5

.'

It is possible to go farther and point out the existence of a religious theater,
caricature, farse,
actors,

satire.

one

of symbolism,

and one of

Improvisations were made by

the

caricatures of the infirmities and malpractices, of

the costumes and customs of other

t~~bes,

and the mimicry of

nature's birds and beasts.
The dance adapted itself to new modes of
men dressed as women, or
faree.

The dance

.

2uecueche~l£~1l,

expreSSion,

approximated

the

and the theater were esthetic works cele-

brated in tribute to Huitzilopoxtli, Quet£alcoatl

and other

di vi ni tie s. 9
Oarlos Merida in discussing the pre-Hispanic dance and
theater says that the first dramatiC manifestations concerned
the enemy, adverse powers and nature. He gives the deer dance
or the
ates

t~~~

as an example of the nature dance.

He

that these expressions were no more superstitious

the European

custom

intim-

,..

than

of burning a puppet as an expression of

disgust, sadness, bad humor or death.
We see all of these pantomimes today with other eyes.
We do no t co nsi der in them the ri tual, the reli gious feeling, their mira.culous flavor. We find in Mexico dozens of
different and sometimes closely related forms.
They- are
still outside the purely commercia.l field,
and fo~ that
reaso n are no t easy to kno w.
The fo rei gner kno ws exact ly
that which lacks deep significance, our touristized Jarabe Tapatio, for example.

Francisco Monterde, Biblio,rafla ~ teatro
~
o,Uxico:
Secretarla de Relaciones Exteriores, Monograf!as bibliogrAficas mexicanas. No. 28, 1933), p. x.

M~xico

6

To illustrate he gives tlie
l~.!!

pantomime

~ t1rge~ ~

of

fiera! of the Otomi villages in,the State of Hidalgo.

In

this play which has survived from pagan days, the virgin goes
out of her hut and enters the forest,
of the birds and the enchantment

of~the

enticed

by the trills

flowers.

When she is

deep in the woods .she realizes she has lost her way. Her situation becomes dangerous
presences.
At her

when

she is attacked by unfriendly

•

She asks for help from the

animals who love her.

call there appear lions, tigers, wolves, bulls, deer,

and all kinds of animals

who shield her, beat off the malign

spirits and save her.9
Of these ancient dramatic forms before the conquest he
says, with the authority of a native and student:
It is still possible to find expressions completely
lacking any touch of foreign mentality. Nevertheless, the
mixture of races has given greater complexity to many of
the mestizo dances and make us feel the presence of ido~
and the flavor of the ancient theogonies. lO
Some of these survivals are

Sonaje~,

1A

Medi~ ~,

the

~~ Tlg~lglerQs,

!apat~

or larana,

!l

~

l~-

Qonch-

~~~, ~ legritos and the quadrill~ of T1axca1a. 12

10 Carlos Merida, "Pre-Hispanic Dance and Theater
Mexico', Theater ~, (August, 1938), 567.
11 Ibi4,., p. 568.
12

il1S.,

p. 561-5.

in

7

Abel Plenn.

in hi s

account

0

f the theat er in., Mexi co,

remarks on the beauty of the native dances:
There is one more theater in Mexico which does not
fall within the shadow of the official pittance,
called
subsidy.
It is one which merits the greatest attention
of all.
the Mexican Indian dramatic dances which are to
be seen on every festive occ~sion in practically every
state in the republic. Unlike the asthmatic spasmosis
whi ch charact eri zes the course of the Mexi can art and
commercial theaters, the Mexican Indian dance-dramas have
been performed regularly throughout the years, of course
with appreciable changes, ainceihe Conquest, and in numerous cases ~ bef~~ that i1~. To describe the sheer
human nobility, dramatic and plastic beauty of these performances would need a full volume. but a mere list of
them brings vividly to mind their inherent fascination.
The Moors and the Christians, The Apaches, The Pastores,
The Tocatines of the Puebla State, The Tiger Dance of
Guerrero. the Mohammedans. The witness of the six-hour
Dance of the Oonquest in Oaxaca, for example could not
ever forget the pulsing drama that flows in formal rythm
through that simple spectaole. 13
Although these dramatic manifestations referred
Plenn,

as well as some of those mentioned by

to by

Merida, above,

owe much of their character to a fusion of both pre- and post,.;;
Cartesian elements,

they give sufficient indication that the

natives of Mexico were

on

a much higher cultural level than

those of the north and east who were

still

a

semi-

nomadic existence.

Leather Stocking

Tales

nor Longfellow's

Neither Cooper's
Hiawatha

living

give any indication of a dramatic
,

development beyond the simple religious dance and the attenda.nt ri t ual.

13 Abel Plenn.
"Theater Sprouts in Mexico,
Arts, XVIII (April, 1934), 260-270.

It

Thea.ter

8

In
platform

descripti~n

the letters of Cort6s we find a
in

the plaza of Tlaltelolco.

high and thirty paces square.

It was thirteen feet

In the majority of cases these

platforms served as stages for

representations

scenes, enacted in the midst of commotion
performers

with

bows

of the

of

hunting

and shouting.

The

and arrows shot deer, hares, rabbits,

weasel s, s qui rrel s and snake s, and caught animal s by hand. 14

•

Among the early Eadres
and the natives we
book,

find

H~~~~ natura~

who wrote about the new

P. Jos6 de Acosta, 1539-1600.
~~

Z moral

theater

as

branches,

which describes

being

curiously

arches

curious objects.
burlesque,

of

the

thirty

whitewashed

feathers,

foot

honor
square
with

flowers, birds, rabbits and

The performance

blind and mute,

in

and adorned

itself

is described as

the actors pretending to be deaf,

to be lame,

His

las Indias, contains an ac-

count of the performance given annually in Cholula
of Q,uetzalcoatl,

land

a

,...

to have colds,

and asking the idol for heal,th.

The people laughed at the absurdities of the actors. Although
no t

explai ned here,

there

is Bomethi ng in the background

,I ndian reli gio n whi ch fo rbade
himself,

but through

an

0

ne

to ask

intermediary.

these out of doors performances

of

0

f

fo r somethi ng fo r
The analogy

b~tween

the Indians and those of

the Spaniards 1s now becoming evident.

14 Louis Sandi, liThe Story Retold, Chronicle of the Theater in Mexico," ~~!!l!, XXII (August, 1938), 611-623.

9

The "Second Act" was what
animals,

beetles,

.'

might be called a masque of

toads, lizards and the like, wherein each

actor exaggerated his part.
"Act Three" consisted of the boys from the temple with
wings of butterflies and birds of dLfferent

colors

climbing

trees and pot-shotting the priests with pea shooters 1
In conclusion
dance.

all

of

the

ac~ors

•

joined in a

great

This type of drama, frequently followed bl' elaborate-

ly performed human sacrifices, was for solemn feast days, and
represents the pre-Oortesian development of the drama. 15
This temple had a medium ~tio where on feast days big
dances and celebrations were held,
and very gracious
pIal's for which there was a little theater. 16
Referring
Emperor of Mexico,

to

the
Acosta

coronation of Montezuma, the Aztec
gives

details that he could have

obtained only from reliable Indian sources. The Emperor ruled
that only nobles should serve him in his household and had ~
make war in order to obtain the crown.

The

drama

part in his coronation which was attended even

played

a

by represent-

atives of his natural enemies from the districts of MichoacAn
and Tlaxcala 1 17

15 Sandi, ~. ~.
16 Edmundo O'Gorman,
editor, Jos~ ~ Aco~l§t Ristoria
Z ~!l ~ las l~~, 1590 (M~xico: Fondo De Cultura
Econdmica, 1940), p. 443.

~~i£!al

17 Ibig..

10
From the ruins of cities of colossal

.'

proportions like

Uxmal a, Palenque, Ohi chen-I t za and Taihuanacu,

lithe

ci ty

the giants", we know that the Aztecs

consti~uted

and wealthy monarchy.

a solder of Oortes,

!ernal Dlaz,

genial chronicler of the conquest

0.-1

Mexico,

to

cite

f

a theocratic
and

mentions

artists and painters among the natives of Mexico.
of El Dorado,

0

The

the
story

one example of many, which tells how

•

the Ohi bcha ki ngs pai nt ed themsel ve s wi th go ld and 'scat t ered
precious stones in a sacred lake before submerging themselves
as an act of sacrifice,

reveals again the link between drama

and religion ever present in aboriginal America. lS
The finding of the Aztec

Oalendar

in 1790 has helped

the indiophiles solve many historical and chronological problems in relation to these manifestations of

aboriginal Amer-

ican cUlture. 19
Art, music, B,nd drama were at first inextricably boun1.
up

with

religious

greater civilization.
an

agric~ltural

rites.

In

However,

population,

the

urban centers there was

in the south where there was

the cultural level of the

Mayas

was approximately that of the people under the Egyptian Pharohs,

the Ohaldean kings,

--------------,-----18 Isaac

J.

or that of the Jewish people under

!arrera, Histor~ de lA l1teratu~
Uni versi dad Oent ral, 1935), p. 8.

pano_~~eri caa!:. (Q.ui to:

hiA-

19 Dionisio Abadiano t "Estudio arqueo16gico y jerog11fico del calendario" (Mexico: Museo Nacional, 1889), p. 1.

11
Joshua and the Judges. 20
in various localities.

.'

Arts and crafts were highly developed
Ancient paintings sent by Mendoza,

first Spanish viceroy of Mexico,

were

the

intercepted by a French

corsair and fell into the hands of Thevenot,

court geographer,

and were then purchased by Hakluyt, $haplain of the English Ambassador at the court of France. 2l Musical instruments from the
simple bone whistle to double sets of Peter Pan pipes and three
toned drums were in use. 22
Events pertaining to the lives of the gods must usually
have been highly theatrical. ThuB,
as with other peoples
of the past, religious service fulfilled the function of
the drama.
No music of the chants survives.
The priests arrayed the dancers, who depicting mythological events, performed a type of mass drama. 23
Important chiefs
and dancers.

Some

had

dances

their
were

own

held

chapels with chanters
for the demons and some

for the gods in the ~ios and the nl~.24
Religion was

so

integrated with life that some sectf'on

of the population was doing something everyday.

Sahag~n

gives

----20 Henry Bamford Parkes, A Hi sto rl
Houghton Mifflin Oompany, 1938), p. 5.

o f Me xi £2.. (Bo s ton:

I

21 Oharles Cullen, translator, ! Hi~tor~ ~ Mexi~ ~
Francesco ~~ ~l§vijer~ (London:
Robinson, 1787),
p. xxviii.

A~!~.

22 Ibid., Book VII, p. 398.
23 George Olapp Vaillant, ~£1 ~ lexi~
Doubleday, Doran & Company, 1941), pp. 168, 187.

(New York:

24 Luis Garcia Pimental,
editor, Memoriales de
!~£1~~ ~ Igtolinia (Mexico: Escalante, 1903),-;:-41.

12

.'

us the complete calendar day by day.25 The first of the indiophi1es,

he

was a most zealous missionary,

three hundred

and

for he wrote some

sixty five hymns to counteract

the

pagan

worship.26
The

reaction

of the modern

~eader

to the cruelties of

the Spaniards to the natives is modified when he realizes that
human sacrifice was an important part of their religion.

•

•

The story of Mexico,
even befQre the discovery by the
Spaniards, makes a dark and gloomy picture.
Its soil was
stained from end to end with the blood of innocent ~eople,
making one of the most fearful dramas of the wor1d.~7
In spite of this their intellectual

activities

should

not be minimized.
Dramatic as well as lyric poetry was greatly in repute
among the Mexicans. Their theatre, on which those types
of composition were represented,
was a square terrace
uncovered, raised in the market, or the lower end of some
temple,
and suitably high, that the actors might be seen
and heard by all. 28
The dances with their great variety of expression;
plays ranging from simple portrayals
bolism,

caricature, farse,

tf.te

of the hunt through sym-

satire, improvisation and mimicry;

dramatiC and lyric poetry, were all cultural evidences.

25
Mexico,
26

Fanny Bandelier, translator, A RistQ~Z ~ Ancient
Bernardo de Sahag~n (Nashville: Fiske. 1932), p~-7~Oullen.

~n.

s!i., p. 396.

27 Nellie Van der Grif SAnchez, Stories of the Lat~ Americ~ States (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1929).~ 170.
28
Cullen, 10£. £11.

13
The drama of the natives at the time of

the

oonquest
~

was the result of these
theater

and

cultural

elements.

The

religious

the Christian feast days were gradually substi-

tuted by the patient Spanish missionaries for

something

the

Azteos already had. The transition was slow, the missionaries
at first retaining the Indian pageantry and musio,

gradually

transferring the spirit of

Pagan

the

festivities

•

Christian.

from

to

It is diffioult for us today to oomprehend the tremendous amount of labor involved in that transition.

In

upper

North America our Indians were decimated by wars, pushed

wes~

ward by the vanguard of settlers and finally the remnants put
in reservations.

In contrast to the few Indians sohooled

Harvard in New England,

11terally

at

thousands of natives were

entrusted to the friars in New Spain. From their city ohurohes and sohools to their humblest missions in

what

~

were then

the outposts of civilization, Florida, LOUisiana, Texas,
Mexico and California, they carried on

their

lew

work with suoh

self effaoement that we regret they did not write more.
The first chroniclers put
observation and native tradition.

down
In

what

they oould from

reality very

lit~le

is

known about the purely pre-Cortesian native theater.29

(Paris:

29 Robert Ricard, La Cong~~ Spiritue~ ~ Mexigue
1933), p. 234.

14

.'

What part did drama play in the background of the conquerors, what

was

its

origin, and how did it serve,

expression of their rich cultural
meaning to

the

drama

in Spanish America?

scenes from the Passion
the introduction
these early

of

inheritance,

undoubtedly~

Christianity

religious

existed
in

presentations

•

the

to

as an

give new

Dramatization of
in Spain

since

Peninsula,but of

we have no written re-

cords. 30 However, recorded Spanish literature practically. begins with a play, the Aut~ de ~ t!le~ mag~.31

Today

the

main interest in it is historical, its litera.ry value is only
relative.

It, survives

as a unique specimen of what Shelley

afterwards called the 'starry autos' in their first

phase. 3l

It has been attributed to Gilberto, Canon of Auzerre who died
in 1134. 32

French monks introduced, together with other cus-

toms of their native churches,

this type of literature which

was already flourishing in France, and

eo ntai ned

elements

easily adapted to the stage. 33 In 1785 the fr~gmentary

manu-

30 Angel Valbuena Prat, Literatura dramAtica espanola
(:Barcelona: Co1eeelon Labor, 1930), p. 9.
31 James Fitzmaurice Kelly.
A N~w History of Spanish
Literature (London: Oxford University Press, 1926), p. 117.
32 Ibid., p. 8.
33 Valbuena Prat, ~. £!i., p. 11.
34 Ernest Merim~e and S. Griswold Morley, A History of
Spanish Literature (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930),
p. 50.

15
some

script,

covered by

one

.'

hundred

Vallejo

and forty seven verses, was dis-

in Toledo and is now in the National L1-

brary.35 Mer1m~e and Morley cite Men~ndez y Pelayo concerning
the technical aspect of the poetry of the Reyes
polymetry

seems

to

forshadow

the4~opla

well as the mixture of verse forms So

~agos.

~~

de

"This

guebrad~,

characteristic

as

of the

later comedia. 36 Valbuena Prat, also citing Men~ndez y Pelayo
adds:

.

"It is notable that in such a rude and early epoch the

poet accommodated the verses to the situation. initiating the
polymetrical tendency that
Spanish theater. 37

Our

has

always

knowledge

characterized

of

the drama previous to

that is chiefly from historical sources.
the

Fuer~ Juz~

and the Siete

stage performances,

Partid~

Legal texts such as

shed

some

light upon

often accompanied by mimetiC dances, and

likewise on the professional performances, the juglares,
m,edado re.!.. and

the

~urro

s,

as

well

as

the

~-

.....

0

b scure t races of

theatrical traditions of ancient times. 38
The

term

m.l!teri~.!.

from the French

mzst~re

was not

used in Spain until the fifteenth century for the cycle8. 39

35 Juan Hurtado and Angel GonzAlez Palencia,
1921), p. 96.

~ la lileratura ~'D~n~lA (Madrid:

36 Karim6e and Morley, ~.
37 Valbuena Prat,

~.

~ll.,

Sil., p. 51.
p. 14.

38 Merim!e and Morley, ~. £ii., p. 52.
39 Valbuena Prat, ~. sil., p. 10.

HistQria
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The dramatic elements of the liturgy,

simp1 e

.'

reci t a-

tion in different voices,

alternate chant, proses, sequence,

dialogue tropes which were

inte~polations

introduced into the

responsories for Ohristmas and Easter and the Introits of the
solemn Masses, were the germ of

the~liturgical

drama.

These

cycles of the Shepherds and the Sepulchre started as early as
the ninth century.

They were

successful and spread rapidly

•

because at that time monastic institutions

formed

a kind of

federation allover Europe and could easily make a.vailable to
~ A4~-

each other any literary or liturgical innovations.

illQ.1! 2.!
Adoration

ill§. .§heph;.erds, b£~t
~ ~ ~ 11~

!h..t h!.z

belong

and

The

the former cycle, and

!h~ Resutre~tion

and the

to the 1a.t t er.

They were given in -the churches from the 9th

to the 13th centuries.

Traveler~

to

l~~ll,

Then the

juego s ascol!!.!:.!.!,

but more elaborate, needed more room,

to

the

similar,

....

part of the cloisters,

the court yards and even the cemeteries.
side they were no longer bound

~i ~m§us

or The Disciples

Having
liturgy,

moved outand

soon

dramatized episodes in the lives of patron saints. These Latin juegos were the public theater of the twelfth century. The
founding of the universities and the development

of

the ro-

mance languages in the thirteenth century brought the vernacular into use and added many more episodes to the cycles. 40

--------,
40 Hurtado y Palencia, ~.

£!l.,

p. 96, et. seq.
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Pius

legends

must

also

.'

be included in the literary

efforts that preceded the drama. In

short,

secular and

re-

ligious drama proper grew out of the dramatic elements of the
general literary mattix.

The

Oodex of the 13th century

has

preserved many of these primitives.tl
In 1210 Innocent III issued

an

edict prohibiting re-

ligious plays on account of the secular elements
figured them,
examples

causing

more

•

d~s:

which

amusement than edification.

No

of these .J.uego.! ~ .!scarnU or caricatures of local

men survive. 42
In 1328, Don Pedro, brother of Alfonso

compo se-d

I n the· court

some dramatic pieces with dances and music.
Henry IV the most illustrious persons were

IV,

trovatore~.

0

f

They

were sometimes referreu to as zogla~ and ~~~.43
In

the

Siete

Partidas

it 1s recorded that perfo!m-

ances were forbidden for the sake of gain.

,..

For some two hun-

dred years after the Magi Xings there is no record of

a Cas-

tilian play, but there are some in other kingdoms. 44

41 Gustavo Gili, editor, Historia de la literatura esAngel Valbuena Prat (Earcelona:
Oalle de
Enrique
Granados, 45. 1938). I, 59.

pa~ola,

42 Fitzmaurice Kelly, ~. g!l., p. 218.
43 L. F. de Moratln, Tesoro del teatro espa'ilOl (Paris:
Baudry, 1838). pp. 15-34.
44 J. P. Wickersham Orawford, Spanish Drama ~fore ~
Univer si t y 0 f Pennsyl vani a, 1922). p. 3.

~ Vega (Phil adelphi a:
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Crawford mentions the pagenats of Valencia,
Sac~f1q!. ~

--

fa!. Thr£!

ISA!£,

mas play of 1432, a dialogue

~rls,

Gerona 1360, a

of 1440, and

play in the early fourteenth century.
Michael Lucas there is an account
of one of the nobles, 1452.

o~

1355,
4'

In

a
the

Christ-

Corpus Christi
Chr~1£l!.

a Magi play in

In 1463

~!.

~

the home

there was a play

about

.,

the Moors and a tournament of canes. By the early part of the
fifteenth century there were "moving plays", some
£~~

and pageants.

entremes~,

Three hundred years after the ReZ.!.! the

name of the first important precursor appears, Gomez Manrique
who lived from 1415 to 1490 and wrote both secular and religous plays.

His Nativitz and Good Friday

birthday plays are representative.

Elan£i~

and the two

The first of these latter

was written for a nephew and the second at royal command.

It

is the only record

...

we

have of any connection with the drama

of Isabella who was then

lnf~~.

The

play was to honor her

brother Alphonso and both of them played parts.
ical pastoral dialogue of Rodrigo de Cota,

lingo

The allegori!.l:}!l~

y

Gil Arribate, 1464, was entirely in the native language.
Juan del Encina,
style up to his time.

1462-1529~

wrote in the most finished

A Passion play

was followed by others

for Easter, Shrove Tuesday, and Christmas.

Tri~n{~

~ Am~,

Amadis de ~aula, and the Auto ~ Repe16n are outstanding. 45

45 Crawford, op. cit., pp. 3-28.
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He is sometimes called
theater.

His

Eclogue

~

the

.'

"patriarch of the Spanish

the !hree Shepherds, l507'w&s the

A

first tragedy.46 His eclogues were in the style of Virgil.
collection called the Qancione~ was published in 1496. 47
went through seven editions up to 1al6. 48 Merim'e

calls

It
him

"the father of the Spanish drama" and says that if he did not
actually found Spain's theater, at least he enriched it, secularized it, and released its bonds.\9 One writer goes so far.
as to say

that

his

founding

of the Spanish theater was an

event equal in importance to the discovery of America. 50
Oontemporary and following were Lucas FernAndez. 14741452, 7arsa!; Gil Vicente, 1470-1539, Don
Naharro ,

~medi

a Himenea,

fa r whom,

Du§rdo~;

and Torres

i ro ni cally eno ugh, the

only available date is that of his marriage, 1531. 51
The '1f!rsa

Sacrame~

in couplets, of Hernan Lopez de

Yanguas is, perhaps, the oldest aut2. 1521. 52

--------

46 M. Romera-Navarro, Historia ~
(D. O. Heath y Oampania, New York:

!A ~iteratur§ ~
1928), p. 108.

47 Kerim'e and Morley, ~. ~., p. 143.
48 Orawford, ~. cit., p. 13.
49 Kerim'e and Morley, ~. ~., p. 146.
50 George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature (New
York, 1848). p. 286.
51 Romera-Navarro, ~. £ii., p. 116.
52 7itzmaurice Kelly, ~. sil., p. 374.
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The
~nd

secular

.'

theater first found expression in burlas

burlescas similar to the mimos and

atelana~

days of the Roman Republic.

These

authorities.

latent dramatic elements

However,

the

were

of the

last

frowned upon by the
in the

social and literary lives of the

pe~~le

profane drama.

were the choral dances, pas-

torals,

These

lyric and

elements

narrativ~

combined to produce a

selections of the juglares,

•

the

dramatic monologues of the charlatans, debates, disputes, the
oomedies called

~legi~~

burlesques such as the

and

~co~

•

hora£i~~,

and

and ecclesiastical

~i~il~.

The troubadour who recites his monologue or his dispute and has to develope the instinct to imitate diverse
voices, in order to portray different characters and to
provoke the hilarity of the public, has converted himself
into an actor and his poem int,o a drama, in the manner Q.f
the theater; the first step taken, time does the rest. 53
Valbuena

Prat

divides

early Spanish dramatists ,into

primitives and precursors from 1535 to 1600,

and the

6f the Spanish theater into three epochs, initiation,
ment. and

~omRositi~n

which

histor~
develo~

more adequately describes the

separation of the elements constituting a type and permits us
to hope for the new forms that are to follow. 54 The period of
the Spanish conquest in America saw a similar development and
complete participation in the Golden Age.

53 Hurtado y Palencia,
54 Yalbuena Prat, U.

u. s!i.,
£11.,

p. 6.

p. 96, et seq.
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As

early

as

1473

the Council of Aronda had 4.'to take

actio non the New Year revel S

0

f the ecc1e si ast i c s 1 55

Of the forty four contributors to the

--

Blessed !irgla Matz,

the

four were Castilian. 56

80S

first

qantl~

of

~

book printed, in 1474, only

From then on~the record of the drama,

of all literature, is more complete.
Translations of classics,

the A.nfitridn of Plautus by

•

Villalobos, 1515, and those of Oliva, 1527,

were perhaps the

first Renascence activities. 57 These were followed by ~ ~
estina. 58 Originally the C9media de .Q41i.sto ;t l.!.ll~ in sixteen acts, the title was changed to read
acts increased to twenty one.

:Because

Tra,~~omedia

and the

of the excellence

of

portrayal of the character Celestina who was the prototype of
the nurse in Romeo and Juliet, the drama gradually came to be
known by that name.

:Because

been intended for the stage.
Fernando de Rojas.

of its length it could not have
It

1s

usually

attributed

t~

It marks the change in drama from the &1-

legorical and classical to characters of flesh and blood. The
authos borrowed freely from others, especially Juan Ruiz.
English adaptation was

---55

Crawford, SLIt·

publish~d

lll. ,

56 Fitzmaurice Kelly,

before 1536.

p. 7.
Q.n.

ill. ,

57 Morat!n,

OPe

ci t. , p. 57.

58 :Barrera,

~.

.£.li. ,

p. 16.

p. 129.

Perhaps

A.n
the
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~ segu~ cope~~

spanish version of Feliciano de Silva,
Oelestina, 1534, was used on

.-----

century

interest

was

the

stage.

At the end

de

o£ the

revived in the work and a Spanish ed-

1tion proposed in London in 1591.

the year Shakespeare wrote

Romeo and Juliet. 59

~

As

a young boy, fourteen years of age, Oervantes wit-

nessed the Oorpus Ohristi play of Lope de Rueda, 1561. 60 Some

•

years later, 1615, in writing of this period he remarked
paucity of stage sppurtenances and characters.

The

the

comedies

were cologuioA between two or three shepherds and a shepherdess, interspersed with two or three entremeses with a negress
or a ruffian, a clown, or a bumpkin for characters.

In

1551

Rueda was the director of his own company. There were no theaters in those days, the plays were presented in
corrals, dead-end streets.
models. His
as The

~asQs

01i~~

His plays

were based on

or in

Italian

,...

or curtain raisers were clever and original

in which a family

bickers

are to receive for olives not yet planted.
of the same company wrote the
!~

~atiOA

~m~di~ ~

which was translated by Sir

over the price they
Alanso de 1a Vega

!a Duguesa

Walter Scott.

These

followed the trend set by Encina. 6l

59 Fitzmaurice Kelly, ~. £ii., pp. 141-149.
60-Crawford, ~.

sil., p. 377.

61 Romera-Navarro, ~. cit., pp. 195-202.

de

la

plays
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!~

The Qomedia
realistic like

the

~~50.

of Francisco de las Natas,

was

work of Torres Naharro of the early six-

teenth century but also showed the influence of Celestina and
the

~glogas

of Encina.

Juan de la Cueva, 1550-1610. used the
~ld

material of the national epics and

romances.

Ris book on

dramatic composition was called Ejemplar po6tico.
first to abandon

the

classic

unities and used a mixture of

•

comedy and tragedy as well as a variety
m~~

He was the

of

verses.

In

La

de Vir&inia which takes us back to the Roman conquest.

the father kills his daughter. Virginia. rather than have her
submit to Apio Claudio.

An imitator.

a master of continuity wrote a
Another, Cristobal de Virues.

version of .it2..!. Amantes. 1581.
produced

has been called a museum of horrors.
1~

about the queen of Carthage,

Rey de Artieda who was

Atili~ furios~

He

also

~ido.

which

wrote a drama
!~ancia

The

of

Cervantes also takes us back to this early period. 62
Lope F61ix de Vega Oarpio. 1562-1635,

is often called

the Spanish Shakespeare. He increased the number of acts from
three

to

five

and improved

the drama in every

Gabriel T6llez, 1571-1648. better

known

as Tirso de Molina.

is best known for his dramas with theological
~ndenad~ ~

desconfiad2.

62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., p. 321.

respect. 63

theses,

the story of the hermit

~s

who

E1
was

24
condemned for lack of faith. 64
!~uthful

Ex~loits

of

i~

..

Las mocedades del Cid, or the

Qid, of Guillen de Castro, 1569-1648,

was a step toward psychological study.65 El ~ abajo, ningun~
was the masterpiece of Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla. 1607-1648.
It was an exposition of democracy.66, The
of Agustin Moreto, 1618-1669 was

best character drama

~d~~

11

Don Pedro Calderdn de la ::Barca, 1600-1681,
Lope
~

in

l:!A

was

.

no t

9.~IQ.£id..n

~lame~,

the

as pro lifi c but mo re poli shed.

to perfection in

MA

~~ .~ ~~,

de lJa .Q.rU.

the

~ ~d~n.67

£oa

successor

He brought the

the religious

national

and the "cape and sword" drama in

in

!

of

11.

drama

A.l£alde

~eretQ

de

Ja~~~~

ll£.ll t a ~g~Bll. 68

During the centuries about a dozen varieties of dramatic representations had been developed.

A.s

the

theater moved

from church to courtyard to corral, the Introit of the liturgy
became the ~~ of the drama.

Monologue to dialogue to eclogue

or ££loquio illustrates the growth in form. 69

-----,
64 Romere-Navarro, ~. ci t '_' p. 332.
65 Ibid., p. 363.
66 lb~~., p. 371.
67

llil.,

p. 376.

68 Ibid., p. 382.
69 Jos~ J. Garcidue"ii"as, El
el siglo XVI (Mexico: 1935), p.

uatro

de NUj!2 bRf1i;l~ ~
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Just

as

there was a religious drama that gre.Tf out of

the liturgy of the

church and a secular drama that developed

from dramatic poetry,
Europe, and
Spain,

so

the

the

efforts of the

Renaissance

tro~badours

in all

and Golden Age innovations

in

in America these forms gave direction to dramatic

development, for the cultural life of colonial

Spanish Amer-

ica was but an extension of the culture of Spain, modified.
From

1\

this cursory view of the backgrounds of the con-

querors and the conquered we are prepared
drama and theater of

to

think

the rival Christian and Pagan

as diametrically opposed,

each

of

the

cultures

representing the highest de-

velopment of its kind in the world. However,

similar elements

were to cause a fusion of these vastly different races.
From roots imbedded deep in the native soil the padres
were to draw that sustenance so necessary
of the vine of

Christian drama

for

the flowering

that was to stand

as

.....

their

memorial through the centuries.
As the theater developed at home

and

the great names

of all times, those of the Golden Age, appeared one after another, so the drama unfolded

in

the New World under its in-

fluence until it, too, produced writers who were the compeers
of those of the mother country.
taste of the colonies,

yet

Censorship

helped

mold the

produced such literary lights as

Fernando GonzAlez de Islava,
and Sor Juana In6s de la Cruz.

Juan Ruiz de .A.larc6n y Mendoza,

OHAPTER II
POPULAR RELIGIOUS
It

is

practically

impossible to date accurately or

to assign authorship to the first
in Spanish

America,

as

re~igious

plays

presented

these works are clothed

anonymity inspired by religious zeal
the Indians.

DRAM~

•

for

with

the

the conversion of

Perhaps the very first such playet was a translan~

lation and adaptation of an auto or a loa into a native
uage; or perhaps, as seems more probable,
pro vi sed

0

it was a skit in-

n the spo t to dramat i ze some bi bli cal event, as

a

lesson in Christian doctrine.
The

year of the rebuilding of Mexico Oity, 1524, saw

the arrival

of

twelve

Franciscans

at that place. l

These

"Twelve Apostles" had more or less the same problems to face

,...

as Columbus' "baker's dozen" who initiated their work in the
islands. Their arrival was made a gala occasion,
after the

cqnguistador~

program to such

cooperated

an estent that

and there-

with their evangelizing

Oort~s,

as an example to the

others, had himself publicly flogged for missing Mass! 2

---.--1 Carlos E. Oastaneda,
limlnarz !~i~ ~ ~ Texas
(January, 1936), 5-39.

"The First American Play," PreIII

Qath~lic HistQt~ ~ciety,

2 Henry Bamford Parkes, A i1A~ ~ Mexi~
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1938), p. 5.
- 26 -

(Boston:
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The pro bl em s

that

..

these

early friars had to face as

teachers of the Indians, were drunkenness,
~ulgue,

cery, human sacrifice,
devil lore.
one

0

~y

Rueda

0

f i nst ruct 1,ng the mas se s. 3

says

of

the Spanish miSsionaries,
means

which

witchcraft, magic, and

a happy inspiration they considered the drama

f the be st metho de
Jim~nez

~~,

concubinage, sor-

the first use of the drama by

°It was one

of the most effective

the missionaries found • to instruct the Mexicans

in Ohristian Doctrine. n4
Oastaneda says

that

theological dramas, and

the use of such plays, autos, or

£o~o~i~

or dialogues,

was

to give

live representations to the untutored multitude. 5
Oomparing the

theaters of both races, Monterde eays,

"The religious theater of the sixteenth century is in its beginnings like the native pre-cortesian theater,
Go d.

0

He the n gi ve s the

0

1 d quo tat ion,

a tribute to

"
"Th ere i s no Go d 1 ike

the one who speaks our own language. 06 This is the first similiarity to be noted in the diametrically opposed cultures.

------3 Dorothy Schons, "The Mexican ~ackground of Alarcdn",
t~LA, LVIII (March, 1942), p. 89.

4 JUlio Jimenez Rueda, Historia ~ ~ literatu~
icaB& (M~xico: Ediciones !otas:-I934)7 pp. 47-50.
5 Oastaneda, ~.

~

£!l., p. 6.

6 Francisco Monterde,
~ibl:.!JtE!:af1a del teat!:2., ~ M,llico (Mexico: Educacion nacional, 1933), p. xiv.
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The

~e1xcu1t11l~

or lectures on conduct for the young,

given after the religious services, should also be mentioned,
as the material to be taught was often dramatized.
quemada initiated these.
also a noted

His Superior,

nahuatalist~,

and

Fray Tor-

Fray J. Bautista was

tr~pslated

into and composed

in that native tongue. 7 These were held in the Capilla de San
Juan de los Naturales. 8
Like the nei xcui t iill, whi ch lzt ec wo rd means
guides, or examples, as the early Christian

~~mn~,

§

je!!mlo s,

the con-

versations between father and son were referred to as huehuetlaltolli. 9
Of the plays for the instruction of the public in general Rueda says, "The dramatic material accompanied the ceremony of the Mass, preceding
as the Mass.

and

continuing at the same time

The people themselves took part. HlO

The Stations of the Cross, or the dramatization of th1
various scenes on the way to Calvary,

were an essential part

·of the Lenten services. ll

-----

7 Rueda, n~

~.

8 Schons, ~.

cit
p . 51 .
_.,

211 ••

p. 93.

9 I pi,9;..
10 Rueda,

u.

~ .. p. 50.

11 Louis Sandi,
"The Story Retold,
Chronicle of the
Theater in Vexico", Theate~ Arts, XXII (August, 1938), p. 611.
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.'

On account of the need for space the dramatic presentations moved

outside

courtyard or atrium.

as

had

been done in Europe, into the

As a rule this open space was connected

with the living quarters of the religious
just a garden wall.

by

a

cloister or

These Atria by ..·,some linguistic twist be-

came kno wn as R8;tio ,.12
Be that as it may,

by 1529

such dramas were part of
;.
the order of the day, as the City Council of MexiCO
City had
to pass an ordinance relative to behavior while they were being presented. 13
Castaneda claims that the
~~~ion
I~~

Z bautismo

-

~

los cuatro

~~10gui2
~~

the name
scri be

~

ESRana was the first truly American

script was found in a book containing
of
and

~ l~

Tlaxca1~

play.

other

Qo~-

lueva
~

This

plays

!A

manubearing

Cristdba1 Gutierrez de Luna who may have been a
no t

necessarily

that three of the plays

the

author.

He himself

were copied from others in

,....

says

the City

Hall in Mexico and an old school for boys in Tlaxcala. 14

---,---

12 Ricard, ~. ~., p. 199.
13 Castaneda, ~. sil., p. 7.

14

.
Ibid., p. 434.
This book is in the Garcia Collection of the University of Texas, and is dated 1619. The color
and texture of the paper of the ~~ ~~les is different
from the rest and the pagination changed to fit de Luna's
book. It is presumed that the author was one of the first
missionaries, possibly Motolinia.
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In any event,

the author,

.'

who ever he might have been

waS thoroughly familiar with the details,

because "the inci-

dents of the approach of Oortes to Tlaxcala

and the negotia-

tions of an alliance are faithfully portrayed. 15
Rlcard presents the theory
Agustin de Fuente,

the Indian

the

play

four kings of Tlaxcala,

silent.
do.

to

fight

the resistence of the

the advance

Tenochtitlan to meet Moctezuma.
warns them

•

summarized

and

was

who served as Motolinia1s seo-

retary and helper to Fray Sahag~n.lS
Bri efly,

the author really

th~t

of

Oort~s

toward

Their ldol or demon, Hongol,

or meet death and is then mysteriously

.An angel tells them to deal with

Oort~s,

which

they

In the play stress is placed on the supernatural or mir-

aculous fo rce that brought thi-s about, because if the Tlaxcalans had failed to aid the Spaniards, their way

would

have

....

been blo cked.

The Marques del Valle, Oorths, receives an -am-

bassador from the Xing of Tabasco.

Juan D1az is

the cleric,
~

Do~a

Marina, the interpreter.

and two angels that sing.

There

The

:Blessed Sacrament is explained,

is

kings

a second ambassador
receive

and the alliance

Baptism, the
completed,

all in one act. 17

15
i9U~

nu.

IS Robert Ricard, ~
(Paris: 1933), .p. 59.

Oonguett~

,

17 Oastaneda, ~.

£!i.,

p. 435.

~irltuelle ~ Mex-
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Casta~eda says
. that the play records the most

cant episode in the most drama.tic chapter of

the

.

~ignifi-

history of

North America. 18
The manuscript of this play in the
brary bears the date 1607,
"The Xings,

a comedy

correcte~

Chicago Public L1-

to 1707.

It is entitled

written in the Mexican idiom,

Nahuatl

language, in the year 1607 and dedicated to the lather Guardian of Santiago Tlaltelolco
~upports

the

date

t

•

now a military prison. ul9 Ricard

of 1607 rather than 1707 because of ref-

erences by Fray Juan Baptista

in

1606 a.s to the whereabouts

of his fellow workers. 20
Monterde quotes

Icazbalceta's comment

that

there is

nothing of the comedy about the play' except the title.
It is well to note that the piece has nothing more of
comedia about it than its title. Attaining its object by
its form and the mixture of royal and allegorical personages, it can be considered very well as a great autg o~
cgloguig. It is not free from the defect common to this
t'ype 0 f compo si t io n, whi ch is the i nt ro duct io n 0 f impertinent jest ers:
It is well that there is 0 nly 0 ne scene
of this kind; the ~gua£1les are anachronistic. The versification is unequal, generally poor, and the work, which
is anonymous seems to be by several authors.
From " all
points of view it is one of the most notable literary
productions of the sixteenth century.2l

18 Castaneda, ~., p. 434.
19 Mss. donated by Dr. C. W. Zaremba, 1891.
20 Ricard, ~.

Sil., p. 239.

21 Monterde, ~.

£ii., p. 23.
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Castaneda suggests
self was the author.22
have been so naive.

that 'ray Toribio de Motolinia him-

In view of the dedication he could not

He could, of course,

work and have been the guiding hand in

have

its

inspired

formation.

the
Rojas

Garcidue~as refers to it as anonymo~.23
A.n interesting sidelight is
Romeike in his article "Tlaxcala.
ianity.1I

He

thrown upon the subject by
Cradle of A.merican

Christ-

•

describes the old Church of San Francisco

which

contains the first pulpit and the first :Baptismal font.

A.mong

the relic! still to be
by

0

ne

0

seen

f the four ki ngs,

today are one of the cloaks worn

and a st andard

0

f Co rt ~s.

The co n-

version and baptism of the four kings took place in 1521.24
The discovery of this Mexican manuscript of
Reye~

the Cuatrg

in recent years in the Garcia Collection of the Univers-

ity of Texas, compares with the finding of the Spani sh
script of the

Reye~

Mago s

by

Vallejo

in To ledo in 1785.

bears the same relation to the drama in Mexi co as
which

example

we

manu-

IIthat

1t
only

po ssess of a past genre, which is like the

corner sto ne of the Spani sh theat er. ,,25

22
23

Castaneda, ~. ~., p. 11.
Jos~

~ el sig~

XII

J. Rojas Garciduenas, 1l teat~ de Nueva Espana
(Mexico: Luis A.lvarez, 1935), p. 180.

24 H. Romeike, "Tlaxcala, Cradle of American Christianity", :Bulle~ of ~ Pan ~ican Ynion, LXI (March, 1927)228.
25 James Fitzmaurice Kelly,
! ~~ Ri!i~z ~ Spanish
Literature (Londo'n: Oxford Unive"rsity Press. 1926). p. 10.

"'
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an

As
~entions

The

example

Conversi~

~

dramatist in Mexico City.
in Mexico City in 1530.

stated

been given

with

that

!to

This

~~

is

in Aztec, by a native

known to have been given

It appealed to the caciques

it represented the conversion
has been

.'

of these early religious plays Cornyn

because

of oD.e of the noble class.

It

by this time one hundred comedies had

an audience of ten million people.

This is

•

obviously a gross overstatement, but when we recall that most
of these

religious

instructional

dramas

were given in the

church yards or out in the open, and that everyone

attended,

we realize that the aUdiences, must have been very large. 26
By 1535 we have the first datable play

in

the modern

Co rnyn
that this was

recall s

ninety years before the Pilgrims and one third

of a century before Shakespeare.

Twenty such plays are

said

to exi at. 27
Anto nio de Mendo za,
capital in 1535.

He

was

the

fi r st

Vi cero y, ent ered

the first of a long list of

roys who ruled down to 1821. 28 His arrival was
celebrated.

the
vice-

appropriately

He and the bishop were among the dignitaries who

26 J. H. Cornyn,
(July, 1934), 262-265.

IAn Aztec Drama", Books Abroad, VIII

27 Co rnyn, !J2.i.g..
28 F. A. Kirkpatrick, Latin America, !
!£lef
The Macmillan Company, 1939), p. 16.

Q.U (New Yo rk:

Hist-

34
attended the performance of El
Saint John of the Natives.

In

regard to all

in the

C~apel

of

According to Las Casas there were

some eight hundred actors who
10n. 29

~~~ !~Ba!

played their roles to perfect-

of these

early plays, the Indians
4',

who were

used

to

taking

part in religious festivals, were

natural bo rn acto r s and act ed thei r pa.rt s well. There were no
women actors, their parts were playe1 by young boys.30
The Judgment Day, a mystery play, was presented on this
occasi-on on an open platform before ten thousand faces.
states that
that

some

of

these

time the'former palaces

This play was

well

designed

Cornyn

plays were given in what were at
former chieftains. 3l

of

their

to

counteract plural marriage,

a difficult subject because of the polygamy of the chieftains.
Lucy represents those Spanish women who came to

the New World

in search of fortune and fell by the wayside. Other characters

.....

are Ho ly Church, Time, Peni t ence, Death, Co nfe s sio n, the Ant iChrist, and St. Michael decending from Heaven.
used.

Fireworks were

The trial of Lucy was the high spot of the drama and in

conclusion a ~ Deum was sung. 32

29 Ricard, ~. ~., p. 236.
30 Oastaneda, ~. cit., p. 432.
31 Oornyn. loco

£li.

32 Cornyn, ~ •• p. 263.

35
Ricard
~U

gives

JudgJP.ent.

Mendieta

"Mendi et a has

by the pre sent ati 0 n

0

credit for the
to ld

f the auto

0

us

0

f all the

"and this fear

of

~

goo d do ne

1b..2.. Last JudgmeAl. "33 Co n-

f

earning the effect of this play on the people
Luis de Granada,

accou~t

di~oses

he quotes Fray

many to receive the

Faith in their hearts. "34
He hints at an older play by Fray Andres de Olmos, but

•

does not pursu~ that in detail. 35
istain saw

a

manuscript

of

He also mentions that !er-

a dialogue between the !lessed

Virgin and Archangel Gabriel of Fray Luis de Fuensalida which
may

have

been used before 1535 unless it was written on the

author's return trip to Europe. 36
Ricard gives the
great mass of Indians as

~ag1

it

[ing~

was "the first manifestation to

peasants of the Incarnate Word."
~~

as the special play of the

Then, evidently

and their work well in mind,

he hastens to add,

it was dangerous to let the Indians think that
tion and Redemption of themselves were enough
wi thout thei r coop erat io n. ,,37

33 Ricard,

u· .£ll· ,

34

llll. ,

p. 243.

35

!..l?il. ,

p. 236.

36

llli. ,

p. 235.

37

lill.

p. 246.

t

p. 247 •

having the

the
for

.....

"but

Incarnasalvation

36
::By 1538 dramatic

rep res entat ion

Spaniards and Indians.
~

of Fray Toribio

City.

This

In that
de

year

Motolinia

was commo n arno
ng the
4'
the

The results of

before

their

of

Adam

was presented in

was done very realistically.

Adam several times

~

~

Mexico

Eve coyly tempting

he succumbs to her blandishments.

disobedience are vividly portrayed and

we can well presume that

the crowd. accustomed as they

•

were

to taking part in these affairs must have wept with our first
parents as they left the Garden of Eden. 38
bered

It must be remem-

that htis play was in the native language and that the

actors were all Indians.
Ricard tells us in his inimitable fashion of the. slow,
patient, and painstaking
paganize

the

efforts

of the misSionaries to de-

Indians by having them

urgy and religious drama.

take part in the

lit-

,...

The teaching by means of liturgical ceremonies, the
influence of the chants. feast days. and processions. was
completed and prolonged by another means of teaching, no
Ie s s appropri at e to at tract and ret ai n the pueri 1 e spi rit
of the Indians.
It is not a question here, naturally. of
the theat er that
was 1 nt ro duced by the Spaniards fo r
their edification espeCially, and which was recognized in
Mexico as a great good fortune. but the representations
organized by the religioUS for the Indians only, 1n which
only Indians played and the only language used was that
of the nat1ves.
This theater like the feast day~ was
a substitution. because the Aztecs also had theatrical
representations about which. unfortunately, we know very
l1ttle. 39

------------- ----

38 Castaneda, ~.
39 Ricard,

~.

£ii.,

£ii.,

pp. 8-9.

p. 234.

r

37

An event of great importance happened the same year in

•

Tlaxcale.

Motolinia describes the presentations on the Feast

of Corpus Christi. June 24. 1538. in honor of Charles V granting a coat of arms and thus making Tlaxcala a city. which are
among the first of which we have good records. The first
pre sent ed was the Anu.BSi at iQJl
~~tist

From
the

~~,

the
~~

•

!~!

which lasted as long as the first,

place

where

these

were

presented

!nunciation
was

give'n.

they went to

of the Church of St. John where on another platform

E11zab ill.

roses.

This lasted about an hour

Then the second.

there was a representation of the

ll.

S2.! .!t. John the

f the bt,i vi tl

to his father. Zacharias.

and was followed by music.

2.! Q'!;r

0

~uto

This

"stage"

After the Mass the

was

beautifully
~.

Nativii:y of

but instead of the "Circumcision"
baptized John.

!1sitation of

an

~

Ledl

to

adorned with

John

was

given.

eight day old boy

was
w

The purposeful misunderstanding of Zacharias,

handing him several objects, except the rod which was to be a
sign to him. brought in an element of humor.40
Rueda says that the representations were given
Mexican language. 41

Castaneda

stresses

the

in the

large audience

present by repeating that the plays were held in the open.42

40

LuiS Sandi,
"The
Theater in Mexico", Th~~
41

Rueda,

~.

42 Casta~eda.

Story
Art~,

Retold,

sil., p. 51.
2.,2.

Chronicle of the

XXII (August, 1938), 611-23.

~., p. 8.

38
l~ I~A ~JA

Ricard credits Motolinia's Historia de
~~~

with the best record of the event and adds

that these

dramas took place on the day of St. John the Baptist.
Corpus Christi of 1539 also
to celebrate the tenth year of the

ierusa1em.

~~le

~

The Spaniards put on The Conquest
tion of the Indians.

provided

of Emperor Charles V.

towers, watls, and masses of roses,
Among

were Holy raith, the Emperor and the Pope.
the armies must have made a colorful

the

Mass

the characters

The

clashing

spectacle.

tion of Our Lord came next, followed by
After

edifica-

They reciprocated with The Conquest of

The dungeon,

the Birds.

43

the opportunity

ihodes for the

lent realism and beauty to the dramas.

~

lueva

Ai.

The Tempta-

rt!ncis

~ ~rifice ~

of

~aching

Abrah-!m was

given. 44 This is the most notable, if not the only time, when
Spaniards and Indians gave plays at the same time.
In

!i.

lrano~

Preaohing

~ th~ Bird~

is one of the oharacters, and a soroeress
tions for married women is introduced.
istic and

the

stage

setting

The

...

a drunken Indian

with her magio podrama

was real-

far in advance of any used in

Spain at the time. 45 This was the contribution of the Indians
to the new drama.

-------------------

43 Ricard, ~. ~.t p. 27.

44 Ibid., p. 236.
45 Schons, ~.

£11.,

p. 89.

39

.'

In the plays given by the natives it was customary to
have a villancico

or verse

enoe to the Spaniards.

seen thi s

Ricard

~ Isa~.

the SacrificiQ

pro di gy;

in Spanish at the end in defergives the one at the

"You, all who are here.

end of
you have

therefo re Co nfQ7rm well yo ur fa.shio n

0

f

living to the divine commandments. n46
Cast a:Keda ment io ns

the

one

0

n the da.y

0

the I ncar-

f

ne.tion following the above events an'- quotes Fray Toribio de
Motolinia's beautiful

-Parents
-

~

description of

Fall

~

Our First

that was so well acted that the audience broke into

tears. 47

.

Ie have seen that in the pre-Cortesian theater of the
Indians and in the religious
were elements of humor.
to produce

better

plays of the

padr~

that there

The Ordinance of 1529 was intended

decorum in the processions to the places

where the various events were held.

Different organization"

vied with one another to have the honor of being first.

1533 the gunsmiths were
smi ths.
~ishop

.is

time

went

the
on

leaders,

In 1544 he forbade

This prohibition was in

----.------------

46 Ricard, ~. g!i., p. 27.

47 Casta1eda. ~. s1l., p. 8.
48 I bid.. p. 7.

the silver-

these became so rowdy that the

deCided to do something about it.

all dramatic productions. 48

in 1537

In

effect

40
until he died
time.

in 1548

In 1565, May 18,

when
the

.'

they

were resumed for a short

Ecclesiastical Chapter offered

a gold and silver prize for the best play
on the least

of Corpus Christi. 49

amount was thirty escudos.
making the

arrangements

The
with

Sandi

T~wn

to
says

presented
the

that

Council co-operated

the writers for their

including the making of the large platforms.
lar feast day was that of .St.

be

•

Hippolytu~.

·A.nother

by

plays
popu-

the saint's day on

which Mexico was conquerored. 50
In regard to the

~ishopls

prohibition,

Rueda records

that Bishop ZumArraga used "terminos vi'olentes" and directed
that the manuscript s be censo red by the Ordi nary. 51 Thi s was
before the Holy Office,

usually

referred to as the Inquis-

ltion, began to function in the colonies.
In 1574, a comedia, Jl§.sPOS2..riQ's !.spirituales entre el
~stor

Eedro

z !A

,...

Iglesia H.exlcana. by Juan Perez y Ramirez,

son of a conqueror and native of Mexico was presented on the

occasion of Don Pedro Moya de Contreras being el,vated to an'
Archbishop,52 This may have been the
creole.

49 Casta'Ueda,

~.

50 Sandi, 2..ll.

.2.!.i. ,

ci t •• p. 7.
p. 614.

51 Rueda,
2.:£. .£11 •• p. 52.
52 Ibid.

fir~t

play by a Mexicanj

41
The

~onguista ~

M+xicQ inaugurated in 1595, 4'has been

given each year since on

the thirteenth

of August.

~ernal

Diaz and Fray Toribio de Eenevente are characters. 53
In regard to all of these sixteenth century plays, we
see them as sincere efforts
can best appreciate

to

O~~istianize

the natives and

their success as expressed by Fray Juan

Eauti sta.

•

I have had much experience with comedies like these
and others, for example those during the Lenten season
that have by the mercy 0 fOur Lo rd pro duced great frui t t
cleaning and renewing consciences weighted down by 'sin
for many years. 54
The
subjects

~utos

were

and cologuios
imitated

of th.e Spaniards on biblical

in the Indian languages, Spaniards

wrote on American topics with religious themes,
also composed
their

on

subjects

comparatlvely

religio n.

Eeyond

short

and Indians

of interest to them, portraying
association

with the Ohristian

,..

a doubt their inherited dramatiC forms as

well as religious continued.in the remote sections. 55 As the
urban centers

developed and schools began to function there

were more finished productions.
new audiencias

established

they

As

territory was added and
went through the same ex-

periences as Mexico did in these early years.

53 Rueda, ~.
54

£li.,

llll.

55 Sandi, ~.

£li.

p. 52.

.'

OHAPT ER I I I
THE SOHOOL PLAYS
Immedi at ely fo 110 wi ng the Co nque st
al activities began in Mexico.

0

farm s, educat io n-

The·...first lectures

were

the

sermons instructing the natives in Ohristianity. Three Friars
of the Franciscan Order, personally
a.rrived in 1523.

One of them,

directed the school of San

Jos~

selected

by

•

Peter of Ghent,
Bel~n

de

Oharles
founded

V
and

de los Naturales, St.

Joseph of Bethlehem of the Natives, until he died in A D 1572.
Upon the death of Bishop ZumArraga he was asked
Orders and succeed him.

to take Holy

However, like Thomas More,

he

pre-

ferred to remain with the humble things he knew and loved. The
first subject was religion and

the first text the catechism.

Reading and writing were sources of astonishment
tives and so intrigued them that they learned
foundation of elementary education
secondary schools to follow. l

A

prepared

Jesuit

to

rapidly.

Thl1

the way for the

educator

has recommended Brother Peter as the Patron

the na-

of the

of

today

American

school teacher. 2

1 Francis Borgia Steck, O.F.M., Ph. D.,
~qucati~ 1B
Dur1B& th@ Sixt@enth ~nturlt
(Oatholic Education Press, 1943), pp. 3 - 11.

!~tia ~~~

~!suits

2 Jerome V. Jacobsen,
Educational Foundations of the
!a ~ ~eenth Oenturz H!~ Spain,-rBerkeley, 1938),

p. 42.

- 42 -

43

.'

The first schools were coeducational.
ate schools for girls,

taught

by

women,

However. separwere founded very

The first ~t!A or religious. arrived in 1530.

early.3

college of Our Lady of Oharity for Girls

was

The

similar to

st.

John's for boys.4 Jealousy. fear and.·, ignorance on the part of
those whose greed

for power

and

wealth overshadowed

commo nsense. in time sto pped thi s pro gram

•

0

f educat io n

their
0

f the

natives. This triumph of petty minds was the cause·of much of
the trouble in the reVolutionary period. 5 .
The spirit of rivalry swung the pendulum the other ,way
until the Indian schools were

left

to die of neglect

those for the Spaniards and creoles prospered.

while

Had they been

wise enough to nurture both types equally, according to their
original high ideals. the story would have been different. 6
The secondary schools

for natives of the

and Augustinians were highly successful
of their graduates prove.

However.

the

as

Franciscans

,...

the achievements

increase in Spanish

and Oreole population was sufficient to demand almost exclusively the labors of the Jesuits after their arrival in 1572. 7

------,-----------

3 Steck. stR,.

4

l l i.• p. 4.

!.ill .• p. 16.

5 Ibid •• p. 19.

6

llll. t

7 Ibid.

t

p. 18.
p. 17.
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Greek and Latin classics with commentaries were also
published and profusely divulgated by the Jesuit's
who
used them as text books in their schools, colleges and
semi nari es. 8
In general they inaugurated a systematic
Latin language as a vehicle of the humanities.

.',

cans had not neglected

Latin

but

study of the
The

Francis-

wisely omitted a study of

the classics as their charges were too close to paganism. 9
Both Bishop

Zum!rraga

and

V~ceroy

Mendoza who worked

for the establishment of the UniverSity of Mexico, created in
1551 and inaugurated in 1553, died before that time. 10
The first graduate school in America

was

St. Mary of

All Saints founded in 1573 by Francisco Rodriguez Santos, the
treasurer of the Cathedral.
the Bachelor's degree.

One requirement for entrance was

At first it was in charge of the Jes-

uits, but continued to function until 1843. 11
The first school in

the

United States was started b.

the Franciscans in st. Augustine, Florida. The exact date and
persons concerned are shrowded in the mists of time.

It must

have been shortly after the founding of the city in 1565. 12

8 Garcia Granados, "Mexican !ooks in the 16th Century',
Mexican ~ ~~~, VII (July, 1939), n.p.
9 Steck, 2..:2.

ill.,

10 ~.t p. 29.
11

!ill.

t

p. 26.

12 ~.t p. 33.

:1>. 24.
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Fifteen years after the surrender of

Oolhgio de Santa Cruz de Santiago de Tlaltelolco was
rated on January 6, the Feast of the Epiphany.
of the

Audien~,

.'

the Aztecs, the
inaugu-

The President

Bishop Ramirez de Fuenleal, and the
Bisho~

bent of the new See of Mexico,

incum-

Juan de Zum!rraga, with

Antonio de Mendoza, the new Viceroy who had arrived just four
months previous, attended

the

exercises at the new college.

Thus, one hundred years before the ftunding
first college was established in America,
natives, exclusively.

The

curriculum

liberal arts of the trivium, grammar,
and the quadrivium, arithmetic,
music.

Painting and

Indian

of Harvard,

and it was for the

comprised
rhetoric,

geometry,

medicine

the

the

seven

and

logic,
and

astronomy,

were stressed. 13

wisdom of including these latter subjects is

apparent.

The
This

college which in our estimation would be considered a secondary sChool, was the

result of the labors

of

the lay Brothe~

Peter of Ghent, who was a relative of Charles V.
time

he

and

his

Up

to this

companions had carried on activities that

would be classed as elementary education, having actually established a Primary School for small children. In the co16gio
which was for Indians

~,

Fray Arnaldo de

the boys a three year Latin course.

The

Basaccio

lower

taught

classes were

13 'rancis B. Steck,
"Early Mexico's Indian College",
XXIV (August 28, 1936), 422. 1536.

~ ~mmonweal,

46
carried on in the Indian language and the upper in Lai,in. The
discipline was severe and at apparently no time
taught systematically.

!ishop

ZumArraga

Indian students, the best grammarians,
lIlar ria g e than to continency. "14

was

Spanish

remarked that "the

are

more inclined to

"7

Friars like Alonso de Molina, !ernadino de Sahag.n and
Juan !autista were teachers. Some of the Indians like Antonio

•

Valeriano of Guadalupe became religious
clerics.

In 1552 his work on herbs

jurisdiction

Twenty

of the

Order

years

teachers of the

was sent to the Vatican.

In that year the college was turned over
their own Rector.

and

later

to the Indians with
it

returned

to the

and according to Icazbalceta was

functioning as a day school some fifty years 1ater.15
Juan

Pab1os.

the first printer,

was in the colorful.

procession that came on foot with Mendoza from the sea
to Mexico City in 1535.

coast

,..

Be was among those who witnessed the

l~.ment Dar which was performed before ten thousand faces. 16

The pupils of the college co-operated with this cultural

de-

velopment, contributing material aid to the printing of books
by translating sacred texts, sermons, lives of the Saints and

14 ~., p. 423.
15 L£~., p. 424.
16 J.B. Cornyn,
"The Judgment Day, An AzteC Drama",
VIII (July, 1934), 262-265.

~~ Ab~,
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even

European

plays, into the native dialects. 17

religious

•

The first book printed in America by an American

author

was

the Peregt~ iBdiano of Saavadra Guzman in 1579. 18
Although
Ricard's Conquette Spirituelle
,
ally with

the

period

~

1523-1572,

interest that occurred before

1523

deals espeei-

brings in many itmes of
and some after 1572.

He

recalls the approach to Ulua on Holy Thursday, April 21, 1519,
the debarking on Good Friday,
Sunday.

He

mentions

for the Indians.

the

Bernal

the Solemn Mass on Easter

Angelus and the facination it had
Dlaz

Jray Bartolome de 0lmedo. 19

recorded the first sermon

He refers

their offerings during the Mass,
this auto is a Mass preceded
scenes. H20

•

and

and

to

of

Th~ Yagi who made

"one can reasonably say that
accompanied

by theatrical

Of The Adoration of the Kings given on January 6,

1687, before the Franciscan Visitor,
more than five thousand Indians,

he

"Fray

Alonso

Ponce and
~

says it must have orig-

inated before 1557, about 1550, as there was an old Indian in
this production

who

had played his part for thirty years ~1

17 lrederieo ~mez de Orozco,
"Mexican Books in the
Sixteenth Century", ~xicaB !ti l Lif~, VII (July, 1939) n.p.
~£A

18 Alfred Coester,
A LiteratZ History ~ Spanish
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. 21.

(Paris:

19 Robert Ricard, ~ Con9u~~ Spirit~le
University of PariS, 1933), p. 20.
20

~.,

p. 243.

21 Ibid., p. 240.

Am-

~ ~exique
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The first Jesuit school play was staged in 1574 in the
4'

Seminary of

st.

the Apostles,

Peter and St. Paul
This

initial

the members of the Order

to celebrate the Feast of

work

was so well received that

were greatly encouraged in the work

that they had undertaken.

..\

Its theme co ncerned the wro ngs do ne the Ohurch,
fi rst
by the heretics and later by the bloody Selim and the devastation recently experienced in Africa.
The acting by
the boys who had studied such a ,hort time in the recently established school greatly stirred the distinguished
audience of both civil and religious leaders.
Literary
contests. prizes and honors also formed part of the program. The archbishop and the bishop of Tlaxcala, who had
not been able to attend,
requested that the performance
of the play be repeated on the following day.2a
In 1573-1574 when the Co l6gio de 'Pat zcuaro was

opened

a celebration was held on Epiphany. The General of the Order.
Francis !orgia had sent some statues
New World.

A

ceremony

to

the

schools in the

was held for the installation of one

of the !lessed Virgin in the new school. Among the

activitie~

there was a SiAlogg partly in Spanish and partly in Tarascan.
!oth languages were used in order to please everyone,2S
In 1575 the Seminary of St. Peter and St. Paul
a tragicomedy similar to the one of 1574.24

A

put on

distinguished

company, including the viceroy, attended.

~~

An Edition of Triunfo De Los
(Philadelphia: University 0!:P;U;Syl;an1a, 1941Y-p. 9.

22 Harvey Leroy Johnson.
23 Ibid"

24 Ib1,S.

p. 10.
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In 1577 the students

of

.'

the

Oo16gio MAximo de San

pedro Y San Pablo included a tragicomedy concerning st. Luke
in their. program for Oorpus Ohristi. 25
The most important celebration of the sixteenth century took place in 1578.

~L

The carta

Fray Pedro

de Morales

to his Superior gives a very detailed account of the festivities that lasted for several days. The Holy Father had sent'
relics but as some of

t~em

lection which arrived

•

were

lost he sent a second col-

September 7,

months later, November 1, 1578,

1577.

A year and three

after much

discussion

and

preparation, the festival began. Triumphal arches, pictures,
shields with verses in several languages,

rich canopies and

ingeniously trimmed windows in the homes made
at1ons.

up the decor-

Not only special Masses, but dances, prayers, peni-

tences and sacrifices preceded the formal opening. More than
two hundred students of the Jesuit

schools

route on horseback on October second.

A.

three yards high and two wide announced in

went

over

th~

tremendous poster,
Latin

the rules

for the literary contests on the relics. Even prisoners were
released. Figures

we~e

set up representing Spain, New Spain,

and other countries and cities.

The

brilliant

proce~sion

started on Saturday morning at seven o'cloCk. 26

25 Johnson, ~.
26 ll,!S., p. 12.

£ii.,

p. 11

Microfilm copy, -Newberry Library.
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.'

Viceroy Don Martin Enriquez de Almanza and other government officials, Jesuit
and

ecclesiastics,

the Indians carrying more

crosses and
cession.

banners, must

Caska

of

than

have

the

two

hundred images'and

made a very colorful

wate~7were

perfumed

brotherhoods

waS furnished by kettledrums, trumpets,

pro-

used and the music
and

native instru-

ments. A co£oguiq telling the purpose of the celebration was

.

performed by three youths dressed a"s angels
arch.

The second event was

cat(as by

some

a

at

the

third
~

mock tournament and juego

the Co 1 ~gio de San Pedro y San

student s o t

Pablo.

They were dressed as Roman soldiers. On Sunday even-

ing the

Triunf~

was given.

Monday was reserved for the com-

memoration ot the deceased in the parish
the

Col~gio

!19~

churches.

de San Gregorio had charge of the program. A

in Latin and Castilian was performed

characters

Tuesday

and

five shepherds.

Villancicos,

dance, and songs entertained the
Co 1 ~gio de San :Bernardo

by

audience.

pre"sent ed

a

ll-

allegorical
~ntremes~,

Wednesday,

a

,...

the

Co 19 quio deali ng wi th

the many places where relics are preserved. On Thursday, the
Col~gio

de San Miguel

a religious sarao.

represented a Coloquio de !ngeles and

On Friday,

the

on a pageant concerning the relics.

Col~gio

M!ximo again, put

~ ~

Honor was given

Saturday, and prizes distributed; Triunto repeated Sunday.2?

27 Johnso n,

u. ill .•

pp. 13-17.
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Alegre gives a very
events.

detailed

.'

of

de script io n

The power of the viceroy to command

these

and get things

done is exemplified in his order for this celebration.

-

virrez commanded the chiefs

of the

neighboring

"The

tribes

to

come with their respective insigniait? and music. "28
The

best

summary of the play itself is perhaps that

of Rueda. He says that the colleges of San Gregorio, San Pe-

.

dro ana·Paulo and San Idelfonso took part in the
of El

Triunf~ ~ ~

per secut io n

0

Santos. The subject of the play was the

f the Church by Dio cl e si an and the

Constantine brought.
allegorical,

production

The

characters

were

peace

historical

that
and

the Church. the Theological Virtues. Gentility.

a.nd I do lat ry.
The drama had to be repeated by public demand. They
enjoyed seeing it and very graciously overlooked
the
anachronistlls and excesses which were Common to works of
that type. 29
•
The authors were the Latin and Rhetoric teachers. 30
Decorm~

regards

executed events as
men of his Order.

these

well-planned and beautifully

the result of the six years labor of the
Commenting generally on

their success in

'"
28 Francisco Ja.vier Alegre. 11ll2.!:U U l!: ~~
22 de Mayo
de
de Jes~s en Nueva Espana (Camara. IUxi co:
1841). I. p. 137.
29 Julio JimAnez Rueda, Historia ~
Mexica~ (MAxico: Enero de 1928~~.
30 Alegre. 2.2.

£11 ••

p. 141.
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teaChing and these events in particular,
such

teachers

.\

that with

says

he

and with the competence that was developed in

the students of the colleges and seminaries it was almost impossible to believe the ardor and enthusiasm

that was

shown

among the young men to advance in le~ters and sacred science.
The results are

evident

public solemnities

such

in

their litera.ry e'ndeavors and in

as

the

arrival

•

Sacred Relics in 1578, the arrival of

£rom

bishops,

Rome of the
viceroys, in

the canonization of saints, and other affairs that were celebrated with verses, dramas, and comedias. 3l
Just as in

~he

case of Fray Sahag.n,

all

of the mem-

bers of the Order did not approve of the time being
the drama.

Fray Pedro Marcado opened the school term of 1578

in Oaxaca by giving some

plays

of 1582 Fray Plaza

rapo rt ed

within six

and

on the

months

Prodig~

were

in Latin verse.

that

two

neglecting

suffering

~lo

In a report

gu!.2...!. were gi ven

,...

that the students presented a comedy

on St. John's Day, 1583.

the schools were
studies

spent on

spiritual

He

complained that

matters and that the

from too many Spanish plays.32

Pa-

geants, plays, orations, and poems were given in Castilian. 3a

31 Gerard Decorm'. S. J., ~. ~ de ~ Jesuit~! i~
icanos durante la 'poca colonial, 1572-1767 (lUxi co: Ant i gua
Robredo de Jos' Porr.a e Hijos, 1941) I. p. 13.
32 Johnson, ~. ~., p. 17.
33

!.ill..

p. 6.
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.'

In 1592 the Visitor of the Order made a similar criticiem.

He said

that

so many plays

and dialogues

should

not be given in the vernacular, that a few brief, simple dialogues in Latin would be sufficient. 34
Col~gio

The

MAximo put on a

4~orpus

Christi

Tepot~otlan,

1583 and the Seminary of San Martin,

play in
a

comedy

in Mexican, Otomi and Spanish languages, the same year. 35

•

the Order petitioned the city to build
for a play in July, 1586,

the platforms

and in January, 1590,

ask~d

for

financial assistance for the celebration of the new viceroy,
Velasco.

They were granted four hundred

made a similar petition
lytus.

for

the play

pes~.

In 1594 they

honoring

St. Hippo-

San Idelfonso presented a play based on his life the

same year. 36

The

given in the

~~i~~

Latin

play

honoring

of the Colegio Maximo

St., Hippolytus was
and

were

prizes

awarded for Spanish and Latin compositions. 37
Viceroy Don Gaspar de Z~niga y Azevedo

attended

the

opening of the schools in 1596. Inscriptions from his family
coat of arms were displayed in the last act.
thused by

the

was

80

en-

acting and pleased by the compliment that he

----------34 Johnson, ~.

£11.,

p. 18.

35 [£1~~
36

He

~.t

37 Alegre,

p. 1 9.
~.

£11.,

p. 274.
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In 1592 the Visitor of the Order made a similar critici sm •

He said

that

so many plays

and dialogues

should

not be given in the vernacular, that a few brief, simple dialogues in Latin would besufficient. 34
The

M!ximo put on a

Col~g10

..;Corpus

1583 and the Seminary of San Martin,

Christi

Tepotzotlan, a

play in
comedy

in Mexican, Otomi and Spanish languages, the same year. 35

•

1he Order petitioned the city to build
for a play in July, 1586,

the platforms

and in January, 1590,

ask~d

for

financial assistance for the celebration of the new viceroy,
Velasco.

They were granted four hundred

made a similar petition
lytus.

for

the play

pes~.

In 1594 they

honoring

St. Hippo-

San Idelfonso presented a play based on his life the

same year. 36

The

given in the

~11~

Latin

play

honoring

of the Oolegio Maximo

St., Hippolytus was
and

prizes

were

awarded for Spanish and Latin compositions. 37
Viceroy Don Gaspar de Z~niga y Azevedo

attended

the

opening of the schools in 1596. Inscriptions from his family
coat of arms were displayed in the last act.
thused by

the

was so en-

acting and pleased by the compliment that he

34 Johnson,

ill.,

Q.P..

p. 18.

35 llig,~
36

He

~.,

37 Alegre,

p. 1 9.
Q.P..

£1i.,

p. 2 7 4.
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invited actors and

teachers

to

.'

be his cuests at the palace

the following day.38
The Dominicans asked the other Orders

to

assist them

in the celebration of the canonization of St. HyaCinth, 1597.
The Jesuits co-operated by putting o. a magnificent
canopies, shields, painting"

hymns, epigrams, acrostiCS, and

poems written in Latin, Italian, Spanish, Greek
The same year

the

display,

•

advanced

students

and

Hebrew •

of the Colegio.Maximo

dramatized events in the life of St. Catherine. 39
The visit of Jray IgnaCio de Santibanez,
bishop of the Philippines,

and Don !artolom6

chief Inquisitor of "Mexico and Archbishop ot

Arch-

first

Lobo Guerrero,
mew Granada was

celebrated wi th a play and appropriat e exerci ses. 40
The turn of the century
Temple of the Holy Spirit

saw the completion of the new

and the placing

therein

of

the

,...

reliCS brought by Morales, celebrated for nine days by liter-

..,

ary contests, proceSSions, bell ringing, .1uego.!!!. caM.!, the
unveiling of a new image, two plays,

one of them accompanied

by dancing and music.

took place in Puebla de

These

events

los .1ngeles. 41

38
39
40
41

Johnso n,

u·

Ibid. , p. 21.

llli.. p.
Ibid.

22.

ci t •• p. 20.
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The building of the church was commenced
1597 and required

thirteen

describing the events

years

the year

for completion.

A letter

from 1600 to 1602 tells

bestowing a candle on Juan Luis de Rivera

of a ceremony

who was the treas-

urer of the mint and alderman of

the~city.

were their benefactors.

made gifts for the

having

profession and the church.

.'

in

He and

A play by the students

his

wife

House of
in

their

schools expressed their gratitude. 42 •
During

the same period the Indian boys of the Colllgio

de San Grego rio gave a Co rpus Chri sti play in Spani sh.
pronunciation and ease of speech astonished the

Thei r

audience

so

much that they requested that the performance be repeated. 43
The beatification of

St. Ignatius

1610 with nine days of festivities

was

including songs, sermons,

masses, simulated pilgrimages. Indian dances.
back. lavish pageants
saint.
the

portraying

celebrated ~n

the

games on horse

five triumphs o·fth'Ef

These pageants were put on wheels and taken

streets in the manner of "floats. n44

erected

The

through

August i ni ans

a large tabernacle and presented the crowning of St.

Ignatius by st. Augustine. 45

42 Ibid •• p. 23 ..

_.

43 Ibid
44

llli.•

p. 25.

45

nil· •

p. 27.
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In connection with the
Indian students of San
st reet, in 1617 •

.'

dedication of a new altar, the

Gregorio

staged two ,giligui2.,! in the

The same year the Semi nary

.as raised to the rank of a'Royal College.
presented with a candle.

He

reques~~d

0

f San I delfo nso

The

viceroy

that the play

be

was
re-

peated so that his wife could attend the following day.46
The beatification of St. Francis Xavier
ed in 1620 by masks,
ions, and sermons.
sent a religious

was celebrat-

•

fireworks, music, bullfights, processJuan Ortiz de Torres was ordered

play,

gratis.

A

pantomime

to pre-

consisting of

mock duels was held in the patio of the Col~gio MAximo.47
St. Francis Borgia's canonization

was

celebrated

in

1625. Two plays with scenic effects were provided.48
The Indian boys of the Seminary

of

San

Gregorio put

on plays and tragi-comedies in 1643 and 1644. 49
The magnificent auditorium of the
in use in 1646.

There were seats

Col~gio

MAximo

on two levels.

precious woods were used in the decoration. 50

Images and

Li t erary co n-

tests and dramas were presented there for over a century.

46 Johnso n,
2.l2.. ill.
47
p. 28.
~.t

48 Ibid.,
p. 29.
49 Ibid •• p. 30.
50 Ibi q •• p. 31.

t

p. 27.
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The seventeenth century saw a mellowing of the., established order that had been cast into
ea.rly years.

specific

molds in

Great er ease, luxury and securi ty 1 ed

to

,0

the
ver-

development in art. architecture and literature.
Gongorism,

that

literary

ID"evement which started out

with niceties of expression and figures of speech,

wound

up

with the literary conceits of obscurantism and concepti sm. It

•

even invaded the field of religious writing to such an extent
that one writer says that after reading such sermons one realizes that the invention of the

wo~k.5l

The same

trend

title

was

often the hardest

in English literature was called Eu-

phemism.
The eighteenth

century

continued

the pattern set by

the later years of the seventeenth. Then it seems that a profo und 1 ethargy dec ended upo n Co 10 ni al li fe and remai ned almo st
unbroken until the upheaval of

the

revolutionary

.....

period in

the early years of the nineteenth.
Under the Bourbons, the secular trend, accompanied
such events as

the

expulsion

bY'

of the Jesuits in 1767, was a

fundamental factor in bringing about the change.
Naturally the drama of the schools suffered under, such
conditions and the

havoc wrought resulted in the destruction

or dispersal of "originals.·

51 Manuel Toussaint,
XVlll Century", Mexican A!i

'Printing in

Mexico

During The

i Life. VII (July. 1939), n.p.

'
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To appreciate the drama of the seventeenth centurl and
part it played in the li ve s

0

f the people, an underst and-

of the general cultural pattern is necessary.

The courts

viceroys vied with those ot the Old World, Spanish was
with exquisite perfection, LatiR, was Universally used.
high level of culture in the white
lfstizQ,1 who chose military careers were

•

upper strata.

called "Spaniards" •

!he Spanish shop keepers and technical workers were organized

in gUilds.

Renegade, low Spaniards

were called

Activities included cabal&atas or horseback

"zaramullos~

dress

1!8caradA8 or costumed masques, com,dias in enclosed
}§samAno..t or levees,

parades,
theater~

IAraU or danCing parties on the birth-

days of nobility, procession8 to the Royal Palace, receptions.
dances, and banquets. Speech, dress, manners and danCing were
e~agger~ted,

even

~raylng

into literature and

was florid.

in spite

of

the

Gongori8m was creeping
noble defense of

the

learned Juan de Espinosa Medrano. was doing its part to earn
for the century the adjective IIbaroque".2
Especially popular reading were the salacious comedies
and romances of chivalry imported from Europe, which the
mother countries tried to suppress without success. Comedies, romances, and similar types of prose were fenerally poor in quality and of little permanent value.
,

2 Arturo Torres Rioseco, Th§ ~l£ ~ ~tla
Literature· (New Yorkl Oxford, 1942) t p. 22.

American

-,----

3 A. Curtis Wilgus and Raul dflca t Outline HistQrZ ~
Latin America (Hew York: ~arnes & Noble, 1939), pp. 90-98.
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In spite of a decree of Charles V prohibitin€t' the importation of fi\tlon,
through with the

"historias fingid~s",

books

World.

One

.,

are

the first edition of Don Quixote
lew

slipped

on history, poetry, and philosophy,

often with the Inquisition on board.

shipped to the

they

hundred oopies of

presumed to have been

Bills of lading in the Casa

de

Oontrataoldn as early as 1583 list i~medias.4
The ohange in the preferenoe
els to plays in the seventeenth

of the publI0 from nov-

oentury

was

aided by suoh

writers as Juan de la Cueva who brought the old epio material
into live representation in his dramas.

Lope de Vega -trans-

formed this latent taste for plays into a veritable rage. n5
The religious drama ot the churoh and the sohool plays
were not supplanted by the drama ot the stage but, in a sense,
supplemented by it.
With

the

Vioeregal drama beoame publio.

passing

of

the

formation of a sooial struoture
noble families,

~l&~,

-Negroes and Indians.
ottioe.

They used

suoh

,&odo tor the oontinually

we tind

oriol~2s,

ThOle

.arly

born

struggles and

the

the ruling olass of

amerlolBfA, mestizos, the
in

Amerioa oould not hold

epithets as gachuB!n, ohaBet6n, and
inooming

na.tive

Spanish rul'ers. 6

4 Irving A.. Leonard,
-1. Shipment of 'Oomedias' to thel
Indies", Hispanio R!~iew, II (1934), 39-50.
5 Ibid.
6 Barrera,~. ~.

They constituted the
and seethed
Without

majority

of

the wealthy leisure class

against their injustices until their

l~eration.

them the Golden Age would have meant little or noth-

ing to Mexico.
Since

Mexico

was an integral part of the Spanish Im-

pire. its cultural life a
country

and

reflect~n

of

that of the mother
- ,its drama undergoing a parallel development. we

can safely assume that the first stage plays were of a relig-

•

ious charact ere 7
!he influence of
its reflection
lorld.

Lepanto

on Spanish literature found

in

the

influence of the Aruacana in the lew

In Mexico,

the

outstanding rhymed chronicle is per-

haps the
describes

i£!~d!;a

the

Mexiqana of Bernardo Balbuena, 1604,

natural

beauties

as it

of the virgin continent as

well as the deeds of valor of the conquerors. 8

The

quality

of the poetry of both religious and 'secular plays improved-as

.,.,.

the great works of the age appeared.
rhymed chronicles and versified

plays

The

success

tended

of

these

to discourage

the use of prose for creative expression during the per1od. 9

7 Irving A. Leonard. Aa
Amtricap Miteratu~ (Wew York:
1941), p. 1.

gut 11u Illto t%
'I. S.
Oro ft II &

u:

00. •

§Jlani SA
Inc. ,

8 John Van Horne. translator. Grandeza Mexicana, Bernardo Btlbuena (Urbana: University of IllinoiS. 1930), Introduction and notes.
9 Leonard, ~. ~ •• p. 2.

It maY' neTer be po ssl ble to
first dramatist of the stage,
and the

~xact

the

secure
title

the

name., of the

of the first play.

location of the first theater.

Two theaters in addition to the corrales provided locations for the drama of
fered secular

8,S

well

8,S

the

sevenieenth centurY'.

religious productions.

They of-

The

~ ~

~medial of Francisco de Le6n was founded as earlY' as 1597. 10

•

The Bippolyte !rothers maintained a theater to

help support

the Bosiital !!!l.ll
Aristocratic society was entertained with comedies in
the reception hall of the Yiceroy's palace. 12

'The

of their gay society demanded much scribbling

of

well

8,S

dramatic representations. ,13

customs
verses as

Sometim·es the audience

was restricted to a particular group as on August 26,
when the officers of the Inquisition and
isters were served refreshments

1616,

the Viceroy's min-

,....

and then entertained with a

comedY' .14

Santos
jU!

10 HarveY' Leroy Johnson, An Iditi·gn ~ 1tl.':!nisL, U W
(Phi~.adelphia:
University of PennsylVania, 1941, p.5.
11 J08' Rojas Garciduenas, I! teatro ~ ~~ ISpan!
m. (Mexi co: Imprent a Marfil, 1935), p. 11.'

II 8i glo

12 Johnson, ~. pit.
~~

13 Alfred Coester, The Lite!arz Historz 2! !p~8h ~
(New Yo rk: The Macmillan Company. Seco nd lIldi t io n, 1938)'

p. 21.
14 Johnson, ~. s1l.
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In 1620 Juan Ortiz de Torres
gratiS. a religious

st.

Xavier.

costumes.

The

ordered to.'present,

comedll in honor of the beatification of

This was

celebration.

was

given on the

aldermen

Thursday of the nine day

voted one hundred pesos for

the

The location is not mentioned. 15 Since the Jesuits

did not have their auditorium until 1656 16 and

01

had not taken boxes at the theater

the

1627 17 it would have to be in the ~ h

the

aldermen

~li§l ~

until

gom'!!slA! or outside.

Such a public event would attract the crowds which could
11 be accomodated in one building.

However,

it

was

har~

in the

month of December which may have governed the 10cation. 18
!mo ng the no t ed Ii t erary Ii ght s to come to Mexi co
the dramatist, Juan de la Cueva,

called

the

author

was

of the

first Spanish historical drama, since he was the first to use
the na.tional epic materia.l in his works. 19

His

those ot his tollowers together with translations
classics provided a varied
ury.20

theatrical tare

Luis de Belmonte Bermudez.

15 Johnso n,
16

nUo· ,

u·

comedies aw
ot

in the 17th

the
cen~

another writer of plays,

ci t •• p. 28.

p. 31.

17 Ib1 d. , p. 5.
18 tbid •• p. 28.
19 Romera-Navarro, !isto~l! ~
(New York: D. C. Heath, 1928). p. 200.
20 Johnson. ~.

£11., p. 2.
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!1i!~~ espanola,
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was among these travelers. 21 In 1609 he wrote the li~ of St.
Ignatius de Loyola in verse. 22 Some works of
arrived in 1599 but his plaTS first

Lope

de

Vega

reached the New World in

This marked the beginning of Mexico's participation in

1605.

the Golden Age. 23
Bernardo de Balbuena

who

won

a prize in a

literary

contest

in 1585 makes the comment in the 1604 edition of his

Grandeza

I~xicana that "there are ne~ comedies every daT.- 24

In this work and in the Via.1e Allarnaso 'of Cervantes,
and the

~~urel ~ A~olQ

of Lope de Vega, 1630,

we

1614,

find that

Mexican dramatists were known in allot the Spanish

world. 25

Bernardo's comment is mild compared to the statement that one
of the comic characters in Islava's sixteenth

~~lguio

made

in regard to the numerous literati ot the time, to the effect
that there were more poets than dung,

and

that

one

labor making adobe bricks brought in greater return
the

S9

nnet s that

0

21 Co ester,
22

nil.,

day's

....

than all

ne mi ght 'fIri t e ina year. 26

SL:Q. •

.£1i., p. 32.

p. 19.

23 Irving A. Leonard,
"Romances of Chivalry in the
Spanish Indies', ~~ Philologl, XVI (1932-33), 217-371.
24 Johnso n,

~.

.2!i. , p. 3 •

25 Co.ster, 9,A.
cU·. p. 21.
26 Johnso 13.,
~. .£1i. , p. 2.

.'

COLOQUIO DE LOS CUATRO DOCTORES
DE LA IGLESIA
Son inr,rlocurorll:
SAN AGUSTfN, SAN GER6NIMO, SAN AMBROSIO, SAN GREGORIO
1/ do, pa,rorll, lIamadOl: ,1 uno CUllri6n 1/ ,1 ofro
Capilla, IJ ,nrran 101 do, paarorll.
CAPILI.A

Cuesti6n, yo hare una apuesta
Por perder,
Que no alcanzas a saber,
Aunque por sabio te tienen,
Que es la causa porque vienen
Hoy a hacer esta fiesta.
cUESTION

i Oh! .ruedes por una cuesta

Sin parar;
83

...

.
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~d

lernAn GonzAlez de Eslava produced spiritual
~~Ui9S,

comic and even scatological works.
~ustamente.

,ernando Vellobe

lost or not. 28

compiler,

1610, promised to, but never did

secular works. 27
.orks "a 10 humano" and

The

sacred

Rueda decries the loss of

questions "'''hether

Perhaps Eslava was wiser

were really

they

than

these

Chaucer

lived long enough to regret many of his vulgar works

•

who

only

to

find them beyond recall, and saw to it that no copies would be
available to possibly scandalize,future generations.
Don Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta

made

a8 possible including

~~n~i~B!A

seventeen

A~~'

several

In

1877

as complete a collection
or songs.

Of

the

six are concerned with historical events, the

arrival of Miguel L6pez, explorer of the leI1~~n§s, the conseoration of Contreras as Archbishop,

the

armed forces sent to

Zacatecas by Almanza, the arrival of the Count of Coruna,

the

Pestilence of 1576, and the reception of Velasco in 1590. 29
Eslaya
Spanish, as

0

ccasio nally

meca~

used an Azt ec wo rd i nst ead of the

for cuerda. rope.

Andalusian idioms

lead

us to believe that he was a native of that place. 30

27 Francisco Monterde, ·Pastorals and Popular Performances·, fhe§ter Arts, XXII (August, 1938), 597.

2~ JUlio Jim~nez Rueda, i1st~r1a S£ !a literatura ~
icana (Mexico: Ediciones ~otas, 1934), p. 54.
29 Ibid.
30 Monterde, ~.

s1l.
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The biographical data on this pioneer dramatist. are so
scanty that only theories and
~iS

natal place.

~is

works.

These

However,

are

suppositions are advanced as to
based on meager details found in

we know

Spain in 1534, left Seville

that

he was born somewhere

for Mexia, in 1559 as a young

in
man

twenty five years of age, and must have written in 1567, 1599,
and 1600.

His reticence

about

himself

•

•

illustrated by the fact that

and his life is well

nowhere does he mention the com-

piler of his works and his friend for forty three years. 31

In

1579 he co nt ri but ed

0

some

"verso s de elo gio"

a friend, Fray Agustin FarfAn,

A

fo r the book

Jh~ !leatls~ ~

f

l.d1ci;••

This was advanced by P6rez de GuzmAn to uphold his theory that
Eslava was the first Mexican poet.

Bowever,

the

~§sp9s9rio

E,pirltu§l of Juan P6rez Ramirez antedates that by five years,
1574. 32 The fi rst natt ve born po et, Francieco de Terrazas, was
the son of one of Cort6s' most trusted officers. 33
Icazbalcetals deduction that Eslava was

ot Andalusian

origin and no doubt from Madrid was based on internal evidence.
Cuervo, Menendez y Pelayo, and lcaza, supported

this

The "campo de Tablada" is mentioned with familiarity.
rhymes are used and aspirate

h,

Amado Alonso disposes

theory.
A and

~

of the

31 Jmado Alonso. ~iogrAfia ~ 'ernAn gonzAlez ~ EslavA
(!uenas Aires: 19J9), pp. 3-5.
32

llll.

33 Coester,

u.

cit., p. 17.
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theo ry neat 11' when he po i nt s

0

ut that J erusal em, Chi naJ Tuni s,

and many other geographical references are made, the seseo, or
sound of A was common among Spanish Americans from the
and that aspirate

a was

well as the Castilians

common among contemporary
Fray

Luis de' Ledn

north,

writers

as

and San Juan de la

Cruz. 34
The colOguios were
ular language of the day.

written
Menendez

for the people in the popy

Pelayo's criticism

of

Eslava's work would indicate that he was not famil.iar with the
ganciones which have literary merit. 35

The

hi sto ri cal

literary value of the coloquios for us today is

not

and

only in

the events commemorated but in the current speech. 36
With the coming of

the

secular

clergy we have a tri-

angle of Viceroy, religious orders, and seCular

clergy.

treras was named the first Inquisidor in 1570 and
Mexico in 1571. Don Martin
1580.

Enriquel

Con-

arrived

in

was Viceroy from 1568 to

Each was jealous of his own authority and determined to

sho w that he was mast er in hi sown sphere.

Mat t er s

came to a

head during the celebrations in December, 1574, when Contreras
was raised to the rank of Archbishop. This civil-religious rivalry was traditional. De Anguis had occasion to write

of tbe

34 Alonso, i b 1i., pp. 4-11.

35 Ibid., p. 9.
36 Nina Lee Weisinger,
A hide !.g" ~n.udies
!merl~!a ~iterature (Bew York: Heath, 1949), p. 54.
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bickerings to Philip II in 1561. Fray Mendieta, in Sept:mber,
wrote

to

the

President of the Oouncil of the Indies

condemning the despotism of the Viceroy.

The bones

tention were the administration

sacraments

,riars without Episcopal

of

the

of

con-

by

the

license and··-their building program.

¥inor irritations caused by letter writing were aggravated by
such things as the removal of the Archbishop's chair on order
of the V1 cero 1'.

Rather

Contreras passed up

thaa

the

day of his elevation.

sit

0

•

n the same bench with him

Viceroy and sat in the choir on the

Enriquez and the Audienci2}

who had to

leave when he did, left before the services were over.
This scandalized clergy and laity alike
the affair

of

acts of Eslava's

the

ent~emeses

~~

light of the celebrations.

that were inserted between the

presented December 8, as the highThe Viceroy was thoroughly ribbed

in these skits directed at his proposed new
character in one of them resembled him.
face appeared in another.

and led up to

tax.

A bearded

A comedian in black-

Three naked children

tumbled

out

of bed while the parents argued with the tax collector.37 The
reaction stands out in contrast to our Boston Tea Party.
one would admit autho rshlp.

Ramirez

ing about them. 38 The play was

-37

so

A.lo nso , 2"P.. ill. , p. 22.

38 1 bi d. , p. 29.

No

said that he knew no-thwell recei ved that

every

....
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and convent asked for a repetltion.39
things
tax
were

quickly

some

clever

appeared

on

v~rses

To ~compli-

lampooning the Viceroy and

the church door on Saturday. They

removed

by one !rother Melchor but not before

the news had spread. 40

A third cQmiaia to be given on Sunday

in honor of the consecration of

another

the

bishop,

new

..

!ishop of New Galicia. was thoroughly inspected in advance as
was the

given in the evening by the Jesuits. 4l

presentation

In the meantime the Viceroy had a letter from
of the Oouncil detailing the complaints

the

against

President
him.

Among

other things the Archbishop had accused the Viceroy of treating him like a sacristan. 42

The storm broke Monday.

tions were taken from the clergy.

All

Deposi-

suspects were rounded

jailed. Some were not retained, others a few days, but
Eslava

Eventually

seventee~ ~.

to have

been

brought

from

the

~£!~ses

Spain by a mulatto.

Cueva was strongly suspected of writing the
poon.

There

were

many

80

u·

cit., p.22.

40

!ill. ,

p. 30.

41

llU.,

p. 36.

42 Ibi d. , p. 31.
43

iR.!..4. t

p. 37.

Juan de la

pasguin

or lam-

suspects that it was deCided to

punish the laymen and not the religious 143

39 Alonso,

were said
....
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This co19guio of Es1ava l s is
The complete title is

Eclogue

~ Pedr~ ~ ~ ~reras,

J!

J~Spa1n

1J&

and

Archbisho~ ~ ~

.'

number. three

the

~ ~consecra-

fir~i

Ho!z Mexican

11th ~ contract made betw,en ~-m

in the

!h!A

Qhurch ••• ~-

~!Z.45

Some

hold

this heading was arranged by Bustamente, the compiler, and
the original was the same or similar to the one of Ramirez

•

tgiritual gontractb,tweeQ lastQ£ Peter
in pastoral garb. 46
initiated by Encina.

~ ~

!e%ican Qhurch,

They are both in the best traditional form
The

plays

were given on a stage erected

before the high altar of the Cathedral.

The

actors were choir

acolytes, and seminarians. 47
Of the other works of Eslava the
sending of troops to Zacatecas to protect

autg

concerning

the

the mines is perhaps

the best worked out on an American theme with religious connotIt compares the earthly

mines

spiritual things in Heaven.

The

very explicit for all of the colOgui2.,.!..

to the wealth of

stage directions are
Innovations

in

included three levels of action and scenery.48

44 Ibid., p. 12.
45

l.ll.ll. , p.·20.

46 Ibi!. , p. 21.

47 ll!,.!. , p. 22.
48

)(0

nt erde,

u· ill. ,

p. 597.
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In 1563 several

writers

.'

took part in a poetic debate

theological subject of the fulfillment of the
FernAn GonzAlez

defended

Alonso de Montufar,
asHc controversy,

the Mosaic Law.

suggested

also.

Terrazas

of

The Arch-

who was interested in the scholto

Fl'Iiancisco de Terrazas that

He did so and Islava wrote an answer
again.

Law

inter~sted

to

which he

Pedro de Ledesma to write

•

"As Jesus said He came to fulfill the law, not

to destroy it, to reject it would be a contradiction."
discussions were for the literati and not the vulgar.
of these efforts was forbidden.
printer, SebastiAn VAsques,

but

Terrazas

Such
Print-

gave a copy to

permission to print was

refused. Eight years later Pedro Moya de Contreras, the first
~isidor

decided to

luspi cio non the
eighth

0

investiga~e.

rtho do.1:Y

0

This

threw

a

shade

of

f Islava. As a refut at io n he wro t e

.9.2.10 quio. 'Q.! !,he b!. 'J!esta;ment whigh

Ohri st

.....

mardq,

In this play parts are played by Natural Law,
an Angel, the Old Law, Fear, the Law of Grace,
the Gospel, and a Jew.

The New Law gains

a more categorical

Victory than the poetiC answers of Terrazas and Ledesma. 49
Another of the literary group

to suffer as the re,8ult

this discussion was Juan Bautista Oorvera, the first dramauthor of New Spain for whom we have a definite name and

49 Alonso, ~. s!i .• p. 41.
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as.t e.

A soldier ot tortune,

born in 1530,

and later to the mining region
composed a p!storil in which
three shepherdesses.
Montufar attended.

of

he

.'

came to Peru

Guadalajara.

In

1561 he

there were three shepherds

!he Viceroy,

Velasco,

and

and

Archbishop

It is supposed taat while visiting Mexico

Oity for the Christmas season ot 1563 or at Corpus Christi, he
wrote down what he heard of
declamations.
phases

0

th1s

debate

and used it in his

•

He was an artist in recitation, using

f the art, ge sture s, into natio n, po sture,

all the

and so

0

n.

Although advised by others to desist, he recited these verses
whenever he had an audience. It was torbidden to d1 s"cuss such
matters betore women, Common people, or the lower clergy. Inquisitorial action was taken against him on April 7, 1564, by
the :8i shop of Guadalajara.

He

protection.

this

Oddly

enough

fled

to

the

Archbi shop to r

whole pseudo-mosaic contro-

versy is included in the work The hu U li.tJ[ §~alp.50
There is but o'ne reco rd
his labors.
play of 1588.

He

that Eslava was ever paid to r

received twelve hundred pesos for the Corpus
Alonso GarcIa was granted tifty pesos tor act-

ing the part ot an Angel.
the published works,

it

As

there is

no such character in

is presumed that the play is o,ne of

possibly many that were never collected. 51

60 Alonso,

51

llll.,

u. ill.,
p. 54.

p. 43.
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Eleven of the known coloquios were
were all didactic in so far as

they

sacramental.

taught religion.

They
Their

staging demanded an extensive wardrobe for the several actors
and bows, arrows, knives, and swords among the weapons.
dinary stage properties, chairs, benches,

and

Or-

tables,

were

meager,

thus

placing greater emphasis upon the costumes and

action.

The incidental properties were in many cases unusual

and even astonishing.
many trappings,

In

•I

Cologuio

a workshop

showing

there is a horse with
many samples of cloth,

brown sack cloth outfits for pilgrims, a beautifully embroidered cape with a patched lining and a basket of kittens.In VI
Mars is fully armed and a deck of cards is needed for the

~-

In VII there is a ship and a gangplank for Jonah. In

tremes.

XV there are documents. In III there

is

plates with light repasts, a pair of

spectacles,

an earthen jar, two
a

guitar,

inSignia for the Archbishop, windows through which all of the
characters had to pass,
two dogs.

In V there

a door with a Latin inscription, and
were

forts

for the sacraments.

In VIII the Vision, as seen by

multiple stage was used.

John in the Apocalypse demanded a sword for the Judge's

The
st.
mout~

seven stars, candles, the Book, seven seals. a crown, a scepter,

golden clothing,

a

strong

box and three keys for the

Trinity. In IX the earth opens and Truth comes forth, a cloud
parts, and Justice appears.
press

makes

visible

the

In
scene

XI

the
of

the

opening of the wine
CrUCified Christ.
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In XIII

Riches

wore a corslet covered with demons while the

•

one worn by Poverty was adorned

with

Self-Love has a purse with reales.
for sale a plate of lunch.

stars

and a crucifix.

The Gift of Grace offered

In XIV Pestilence wore a skeleton

corslet and rode a basilisk; a

human4~kull

was used. The last

XVI demanded seven settings. It was really a parade
-ofcglbguio.
stunts. There was a door for each sacrament with a view

•

for each. Verses explained the figures which in some way represented the different attributes of Ohrist. The three powers
of the soul wore forest guard suits. Two Indians carried Gosanimal~ bird~

sip in a great pie to Worldly Rulers. There are
snares and traps.

The conclusion is a great procession.

The

cleverness of all these stage devices made great demands upon
the ingenuity and skill of the carpenters.

An account of the

manner in which these plays were organized, the actors picked

,..

and trained.

dre~s

rehearsals, and anecdotes.

most interesting story.

There

must

have

would

been

make

a

some clever

side play. as in IX. where the five senses display

insignia

befitting their functions, there is a farmer asleep among the
flowers.

There

must

have

the actors in some of them.

been some

r~ther

tight spots for

In one of the mremeses

a ruffian dangles from a rope.

Bows

and arrows.

in IX.

billhooks,

and pruning knives were certainly the adjuncts of realism. 52

------52 Harvey L. Johnson. "The Staging of GonzAlez de Eslava's Coloquios", HisR~!£ Review, VIII (1940). 343-346.

.'

DON JUAN RUIZ DE ALARCON
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.'

Toward the end of the first colonial centurl when the
spirit of adventure still led to new conquests,

the new Am-

erican born generation was beginning to assert itself.
generation still knew the rigor of pioneer
schooled in their religion in the

st~ict

living

This

and were

and thorough manner

of the first Jriars.
These people saw the great religious and secular plals
of the church and stage.

The

•

dramas

of

Islava and Ramirez

who had come to stal in the Bew World

were

as well known as

those of the distinguished

like

Juan de la Cueva

travelers

and Belmonte Bermudez who returned to Spain.
Creoles and natives entered into
Spain in America
do so.

Thel

took

to

the cultural life of

the fullest extent of their capaci tl to
part

in

literarl competitions and wrote

dramas as well as acted in them.

Contributions

increased in number and importance.

of Americans

Contemporarl works

that of Balbuena testifl to the numbers of literati

and

....

like
the

extent of intellectual endeavors.
A creole reared in such an atmosphere of
integritl and'mi1itant, puritan religion.
the finesse of the Jesuits,
bombshell

ag~inst

and

intellectual
SChooled with

was bound to prove a reactiqnarl

decadent trends when

transplanted to Spain

in the midst of the Golden Age activities. An indiVidual with
such a background and European training and experience in the
legal profession found cultural expression in the drama.
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.'

Ruiz de Alarc~n was born in 1581 in Mexico City.
family removed to Taxco where his father was
the mines. l

The

interested

in

He received the licenciate in law from the Uni-

versity of Mexico. 2 He went to Spain, 1600, studied at Salamanca, practiced law for two years aad returned to Mexioo in
1608.

He

was

not satisfied with the prospects

at home and returned to Spain in 1613. 3

before him

These five years of

•

dlssappointment in a minor position constituted
trial that fitted him for better things.

His

a period of
career

as

a

dramatist for the next twelve years was short, brilliant and
elamorous. 4 Be deserted his literary career when he received
an appointment as a member of the Council

of

the Indies in

1620, at first temporary, and then permanent in 1633. 5
business man who wrote plays for amusement rather
gain became unpopular with his rivals.
a hunchback.

and

perhaps

for

Unfortunately he was

Out of their brutal mookery

attitude of self-defense

than

!hi.

he developed
this

came the

",llarc&n1s Reputation in
i1!~anlc Revi,., VIII (1932), 139-144.

Mexico",

1 Dorothy Schons,

from

2 M. Romera-Navarro, Bistoria ~ la literatura
Raiola (Boston: D. C. Beath and Company, 1928), p. 348.

,..

the

~

3 J. D. M. lord, lA1a QurrentL ~ Spanl~ Liter~ture
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1931), p. 152.
,

4 Romera-Navarro, ~.

£li.

5 Ernest Merim6e and S. Griswold Morley, ! Histprz ~
!2anish Literature (New York: Henry Holt, 1931), p. 357.
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tl1esis play.6

Hie proud. sensitive nature brought
~uevedo

conflict with Lope.
lonal tiffs
tl1e time. 7

have

and (J6ngora.

hlm.,into

Perhaps these per-

been stressed too much in the accounts of

Returning from the five lean years during

time he did little more than try
ained to succeed,

and

succeed

pul~cases

he

,

did. Do n

which

he was deter-

,

Ii ceto Alcala

zamora has confirmed Alarcon's effect on the legislation
hiS time. 9

There

•

is a possibility that two of

his

of

dramas

containing Mexican references were written before he went to
Spain. 10

Mention

of

people

only in a few of his works,
~ mism~

and ¥udarA2

~

and events in New Spain occur
especially

mejorarst.

Menteur, an imitation of Alarcon's

was under the impression that

he

I i semeJante

A

In fact he waspractical-

1y unknown as a dramatist in Mexico.
~

in

Oorneille, in his play
~

verdad sospechada,

was imitating a Spaniard.

Although not familiar to the Mexican masses, in the role

of

dramati st. he was no doubt t known to scho la.rs like the Tenth

6 George Tyler Northrup, !ll Introduction i2. Spa.nish
(Chicago: University Press, 1936), p. 286.

~iterature

7 James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A New Hlstqrl g.! Spanish
i1terature (London: Oxford University Press. 1926), p. 318.
8 Schons. loc.

S11.

9 Francisco Monterde, "The Drama of-Viceregal
co", Theater !£i!. XXII (August, 1938), 597-601.
10 00 e It er.

u . .21!.,

p. 32.

Mexi-
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Muse, Sor Juana Int. de la Oruz. ll

Kexico

gave

Alalcon to

Spain in exchange for men like Islava and Juan de la Oueva!2
He was so thoroughly accepted by Spain that he is alwaY8 included in works on literature and drama as a Spaniard. 13
was punctilious in his speech.
legal training.

Henriquez

his Kexican quality

by

Thi" was no doubt due to his

Urena

maintains that he reveals

something more than his fastidious-

ness and sensitivity.14

This

•

~t~aneza,

as exotic savour, gained for him
his day,

He

especially among

not so much oddity

his share of popularity in

women,

and

stronger appeal to foreigners today.15
epigramatic quality of his style were

may account for his
The

soberness,

and

due

no

doubt to the

somewhat puritanical efforts at. censorship

of

the Inquiz-

ition,

which efforts may be compared to those of the Legion

of Decency today_

This was fortunate for him and for us as

,...

it put his work on a higher
of his contemporaries. 16

11 Monterde, ~.

moral

plane

As a bOT he most

R!1.,

than that of most
likely

601.

12 I bid.. p. 597.

-

13 Kari ana Ouevas.
( Me xi co: 19 21), I I, 424.
14 Mon t erde,

~£.

£it.

15 Fitzmaurice Xelly, ~.
16 Ooester,

u.

£!l., p. 319.

cit., p. 32.

attended
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the neixcuitllli, youth

lectures

0

f Fray

Juan

Bautista

•

in

the Chapel of St. Joseph of the Natives. His dramas are clean,
free from objectionable elements.
and very practical

code

The

serious moral purpose

of morality differentiates his best

work from others of his time. 17

Although

he

was

a contem-

porary of Lope de Vega, his plays compared with those
Spanish Shakespeare show a greater care

for

form and a more

careful psychological analysis of the'" characters. 18
might call his formula

or method

of the

What

we

was to introduce a type of

character and develope his thesis around that individual. 19
Although

overlooked

own country during his time,
own. 20

and
he

practically
has

at

unknown in his

last come into his

~ ~erdad sQsuech6sa was chosen to open

finest theater· in 1934.21

"the worldls

His place among contemporaries is

best understood when we read that Gonzalez de Islava
most popular of the Mexican

dramatists

of

the

was the

colony, re-

placing Buiz de Alarcdn who was "absorbed" by Spain. 22

17 Schons,
18 Ooester,

~.

£!i., p. 89.

u.ill.,

p. 3 2.

19 Northrup, ~. g1!., p. 287.
20 Schons,

u. S1!.,

pp. 139-144.

21 Anonymous, "The World's Finest Theater,"The Mentgr,
X (1922-1933), p. 38.
22 Sanchez,
'

u.

s1i"

p. 10 8.

.'
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By the time another half century had passed the oncom~

generation lived in a well established society. Ohurches,
.chools and convents were functioning for the
spaniards, creoles, natives and
the American born were being

~tizo§.

represe~ted

benefit of the

More
in the

and

more of

professions.

A person born of a Spanish father and a native mother
double inheritance.

had

a

•

A child born under such circumstances in the quietof a
•

country village and transplanted at
to the big,

empty

home

the age of eight or nine

of grandparents in the metropolitan

center, was bound, out of natural curiosity, to find out what
was in that house. Once treasured possessions of the children
who had

left

remained.
philosophy,

the home to go out and make homes of their own

Books

on

many

and music,

religion,

intrigued the interest of the

who had already mastered the
tion.

subjects, mathematics,

elementary

child
~

processes of educa-

Reading, natural intelligence, and a minimum of tutor-

ing provided what we would estimate as a good secondary foundation which later served to facilitate the expression of

re-

markable talents, as well as the acquirement of greater knowledge. and greater perfection in religion.

Admitted to court

Circles because of such intellectual brilliance, romantic disappointment led the young creole to renounce

the

advantages

that such a 'life would obviously give her and pursue literary
activities, including the drama, as an avocation.
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Sor Juana In6s de la Oruz,

.'

born Juana In6s de Asbaje

1 Ram{rez de Oantillana in 1651, became

seventeen. l
age of

A precocious child,

three

by

the

a nun at the age of

she learned to read at the

simple ruse

of telling her sister's

tuto r that she, too, was to take le Ho ns. She d-esi red hi gher

education to the extent of planning to attend the University
of Mexico in male attire,

but could not,

naturally, obtain

•

parental consent. Instead she became a favorite at the viceregal court,

much

admired for .her beauty and intellignece,

and sought after by men.

Some think they can discern in her

writings the effect of an unreclprocated

love

as the cause

of her giving up the world to enter the convent.2

The Vice-

roy. Kancera, was so impressed by her learning that he called a committee of some forty learned men to examine her. Xis
wife was so pleased with the

outcome

young In6z to become a lady-in-waiting.
cept the position and her deCision
to lend .e~·ght to

that

she invited the

Xer failure

to leave the world seems

theory of unrequitted 10ve. 3

the

to ac-

Later

poetry seems to add further support to this presumptlon. 4

lcan

1

Ooester,

2

Torres-R1ose'co, Arturo, Tho! Bpic 2.i Latin A!!!!E.(New York: Oxford Press, 1938), p. 34.

~.

cit., p. 26.

~iteratu~e

3

Muna Lee,

'A Oharming Mexican Lady". American l~

curZ, IV (1925), 105-108.
4

Ibid •• p. 106.

,..
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Her

renunciation

of

the

world was so

that

compl~te

she entered the very 8trict order of barefoot Carmelites, but
change was 80 great after the luxurious life of the Court
spiritual adviser, Jr. Ninez, S. J.,
the Co nvent

0

his advice

and

counselled her

f San Jo s6 0 f "he J era nomi t e nuns.
remained

She

there twenty seven years.

hours not spent in religious duties she followed

•

intellectual pursuits.

Denied the higher education for which

she longed she learned Latin from a tutor, Olvidas,
few lessons. 5

An insatiable reader,

one time contained four thousand volumes.
familiar with the best

She

in

her

com-

cell at

must

have

,in Spanish literature. "If Alar-

cdn, 1581-1639, influenced Spaniards and Frenchmen, the

ican poetess Sor Juana In'z de la Cruz, who

Mex-

lived from 1651-

1695, could not have escaped his influence."7

Her reputation as a dramatist

plays, ~~ ~~e~os ~ ~~ 2asa which shows the
!nam~rad~;

Lope de Vega's DesgretQ

,...

is baaed on three short

Am~ ~

influence

mAs labarintQ that

was written in collaboration with Fray Juan de Guevara;

Ii

which

Narcis~ ~iving

is

really

of

a Spanish

and

autg with an

5 Charles D. Warner, editor, .The Mexican Nun,·
John
Malone, L! brarl
the !o rld
Be st Li t erature, (New Yo rk:
R. S. Peale and J. A. Hill, 1896-8) XVII. 995&-9964.

I,

u:

6

Coester,

7

Monterde,

~.
~.

S!i., p. 26.
cit •• p. 601.
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American Indian theme. 8

The

Narciso

before she died,for the Condesa de Paredes. 9
these is a comedy of manners. 10
and two choruses for music.

There

The

The'second,

in

of

which there are

Greek classic done in the reaaissance style. ll
'hI

first

are eleven characters

fourteen characters and music for aC40mpaniment,

has been translated as

.'

was written five years

Obligations

•

The

fo rmer

Hospitalitl and

~

classified as a ·cloak and sword" drama. 12

is really a

The literary val-

ue, if any, is in the language of the author, for the speeches are many times far above the characters.
title,

~1 ~mpenos ~ un~~,

As

the

Spanish

suggests, the play is a re-

flection of the SOCial-cultural relationships

of

a

Spanish

family of the time. In the latter, the Spanish title, .Amor .!.1

m!.! laberiniQ, does not

do

justice

to the. classical nature

of the subject.

However, three acts, or JornadAA, follow the

classical form.

The second of these acts was written by rray

.....

Juan de Guevara. 13

8 Ibid.
9 Co est e'r, S2.P,. cit., p. 28.

10 Lee, SLP, •

.21t., p.

106.

11 Antonio Eltas de Molins,
luana lJliI. ~ !! Cruz (:Barcelona:
n.d.), p. 104.
12 Malone, ~. S!1.
13 Molins, SLP.. ~., p. 137.

l2!s!as IAq2g id!A 4A Sor
Casa Editorial
Araluce,
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The third of her better known plays is the aut\, of the
J;rcis9 Divino

which

is

usually conceded to be the best of

all her works and certainly the most highly developed.

The

action starts with a l2a, or prologue.

Western World, repre-

~s

preparing to make the

senting America,

in Indian dress,

sacrifice to the god of seed time.

Zeal, a

and his companion try, to stop him.

Religion, a virgin, tells

the story of Narci ssus,

the

youth

•

who

Spanish soldier,

disappeared

in the

fountain only to reappear again,

just as the seed is pla,nted

and comes forth again in nature.

The

by Synagogue

by ,Gentility,

and

the Gentiles,

nymphs and a chorus.
and

the

other

Hebrews

are portrayed
There

are

Two songs, one to the Divine Narcissus,

to

the

beautiful but lengthy.

spirit of fountains and flowers are
Human Nature, a

nymph.

begs them to

reconcile their songs and declaims the divinity of Narcissus •
Grace has an echo.

Angelic Nature.

Pride and Self Love

....

are

shepherds. Echo. as Angelic Bature, sues in vain for the love
of Narcissus and Human Nature comes to the grove to seek him.
aarcissus is supposed tadie in the fountain
Human Nature
death.

Grace

and

all of the nymphs and shepherds bewail his

enters

and.

bids them not to weep.

brilliantly dressed and crowned enters
herds.

and resurrects.

with

Narc~ssus

rejoicing shep-

The allegory to Our Lord's life is eVident. 14

14 Kalone, ~. cit., p. 9960.
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.'

may

A glimpse of the convent life of the day

help us

understand why a seventeenth century Mexican nun should write

e. drama concerning the obligations of hospitality rather than
imitate Santa Teresa's Perfecta Qasa4a.
1 to rs from the Oourt,

There were many vis-

the So ci ally ...",1 ect,

Spiced wines, Chocolate,

and

and the 11 t erat i,

honey cakes were served on em-

broidered cloths weighted down with gold fringe. Speci& cakes

•

or pastries, called 'nun's sighs", were enjoyed.
six servants

wit~y.

to

every

There

sister. Oonversation was learned and

The parlors were large enough to put on a play.15
Such incidents as

de Vieyra, S. J.,

her critique of a sermon by Antonio

"the Portuguese Cicero", and

the

the bishop, pretending to be Sor Philotea, 1690,
ply in defense of the rights of women,
zest

were

with

which

intellectual

life

are
was

reply of

and

her

r~

evidences of the
lived

in

tho se

.....

days.1S

We can also appreciate the anecdote told of this re-

markable woman,
writer.

who

was a painter and m.sician as well as a

Her Superior counselled

"Don't be silly, mother.'
adVisor,

the

her and received the reply,

On ··appealing

to their

spiritual

Mother was told that Sor Juana would be repri-

manded when the Superio r 'could pro ve that she was no t 1 17

15 Lee, ~.

s1l., p.

lOS.

16 ~., p. 108.
17 Schons,

~.

~.,

p. 105.
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.....

other dramatic ettorts, less well known. are El martir

!!!

~cramen~. San Hermengll~~; and

!!

Oet~ de Jos~.18

When we Co nsi der that she was a mature per so n,
eight years old,

th1 rt Y'-

when her poems were published, we are some-

what asto n1 shed at the tit le,

but

--must remember that 1 twas

an expression ot that baroque or ginger bread'style in vogue:
r~

Vnique

!angua~.

~~~,

Poetess,
~

id1oms,

sub~,

thg

!enth

mAnnets,

~l£.

~ ~

•

vari2~ ~terl,

vari~u! matters~

,nrlches

ingenious,

1n

~

»rotitabl~

versgl. t

However. she did write verses in Spanish. Latin. and Aztec. 19
At least one poem was published
Juana

In~s

de

Azuage.

:hu'

under~name

This a?peared

"

1n the world, Dona

in the Descrepciones

of Diego de Ribera. published in 1668, commemorating the dedication ot the Metropolitan Oathedral. December 22. 1667. 20
The theater is nothing
poetic work. 21

more

than

an ornament in her

Men~ndez y Pelayo evidently

takes

....

thi s into

account as he says that the greatest beauty of her poetry
in the lyrics like those interpolated in her
~ivin! Narcissus.

sacr~d

play,

in which she tollows the ~ ~ Soags

is
~

and

18 Schons, ~. ~., p. 15
A manuscript copy ot Ii
de Jos' has been found in the Garc!a Oollection of the
UniverS1ty ot Texas.
~etro

19 Lee, ~.
20 Schons.

s11 ••
~.

21 Monterde,

p. 105.

~ ••

~.

p. 9.

cit., p. xx1i.
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other !iblical model •• 22

Oommenll~g

further,

he

~

he

saTs that
4'

they are so beautiful and genelllir free from affeClel-:fectation and

-

cul t era:qi sma that they seem to Illf the si xt eenth al.. th century. 23
Of the influence of LopellVega which

is

stressed by

881.S

some wri t ers, Delano, who made illxhaust4 ve study "lb.J..dy,
the conclusion that she had aCclllto his works, aDlII

come s to

and that her

!1!n dramatU compositions beariliimprlnt is undellllb .. deniable. 24

.

I n regard to the i nfluencllf Gd ngo ra the cS!o. case is different.

Gates says that many I!!Iages are distincel! ince echos of

others from the po ems

0

f ad ngOfl,1i

Lee saTs that

i c wo rk sho wS the influence of Mago ra

to

some

Is at her dramatIiI

lIle degree, at

times becoming a glittering hniliof inversions. 26o!, .26
it at io n was who 111' co nscious t aliI was the thi ng
accepted fashion of the

~_g

This imto do. the

mome~,

She avoided those confllchthat Juan Ruiz
rZ
de .A.larcdn
faced in discovering a newlliitrical continent:aa ent, and lef"
to be written, her most inltresting, profound, ,il[ nd, and novel
drama, the sto ry 0 f her ownUre. 27

22 Torres-Rioseco, 9.J2.. ~'I p. 39.
23 }larcelino Men'ndez 111111'0, Antolog:1a deel
lura hlspanoamericana. (Madrid: ijnllersltT press) W

.4.!

a

literaI, 5-58.

24 LucIlle I. Delano, "rnilnfluence of Lope&qcQpe de - Vega
upon Sor Juana In's de la Cruz,'lIspanla, XIII (19€1)i(1930). 79-94..
25 lunice J. Gates, "Renlnscences of Gdn.a~Odngora in the
Works of Bor Juana Inhs de la ~I~,.~, LIV (193'Se£l939), 1041-58.

26

Lee,

u. ill.,

27 Monterde,

2,;2.

p. 106,

ill., p,uxiii.
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Toward the end of the century. at the death of.,Calderdn
1n 1681, "no one wa!J left to wear his mantle." The last of the
Hapsburgs died in 1700 and was succeeded by Philip of Anjou, a
grandson of Louis XIV.28 The activities of the
gan to wayne and changes in governm&at
drama continued

in

spite

Golden Age be-

took place.

Religious

of such unfortunate occurrences as

the tragic end to the presentation of the

•

Dominicans

at

the

Convent of Etla in 1575 when the platform fell, injuring
one hundred spectators. 29
for his

~,

In 1622

Qbed~ncia ~ I~xico.

over

Villalobos was recompensed
The transfer to the

stage

of religious as well as secular dramas brought a most complete
set of rules and regulations by the viceroy, GAlvez, who was a
patron of the arts, about 1785. 30
What was apparently a lull in productivity of
effort found a recompense 1n scholastic
scholarly spirit

was· to

activity.

literary
The

same

.....

find an outlet in the plays for the

schools as well as in erudite works of history.

'8

early

as

1554 there were noteworthy Latin dialogues. 31

28 A. Curtis Wilgus, editor,
Oolonial Hili!'l2anic America
(St. Louis:
Washington University Press, 1936)7 p. 269. Oecil
Ini ght .10 nes, Ohapt er X.
29 J08~ Rojas Garciduenas, Autos Z COIo~ioS del s1g10
XVI (Ediciones de la Universidad, 14!xico, 1939 , p. xiii.

1£a

30 Manuel Mandn, H1storia ~ teatro principal
(Mexico: Editorial Oultura, 1932), p. 4 •.
31 Rojas Garciduenas, ~. ~.

S! K~~-
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1753

the Ooliseum was the leading theater •• It com-

pared favorable with those in Madrid.
publiC. fancy.

II IxtranJetQ of

yaster of pueb1a,

Light

Manuel

Opera

took the

Aranzana, the Ohape1

was given on November 25, 1805.

By

royal

Di!r~,

the

first

edict all performances were in Spani_h. 11
daily, carried the programs.
~ ~horita mal criada,

The didactic dramas of Iriarte,

and the problem plays like

ninas of Koratin, were in vogue.

•

!! Ai

~

Lope, Calderdn, Moreto,

and A1arcdn were represented. 32
The irrepressible Lizardi, 1776-1827.
the point of having

plays

produced

and

was

always

at

failing because of

trouble with the censors over his revolutionary views. 33
Manuel Eduardo Gorosista, 1789-1851, much like A1arcdn,
lived in Spain and t~ some extent was an lmitator.34
At the end

of

the

century

dances and songs was popular.
sung by a
was

~er1nt

~ ~~lte~~

The

and chorus.

One

the
songs,
of

fall!. a program of
tonadi11as.

were

the popular numbers

in which a young girl thinking

of

entering

the convent mentions every convent in Mexico. 35

32 J. R. Spell.
"The Theater in Mexico Oity. 18051806,' 11Aa~~ !!!!~, I (1933) 55-65.
.
33 Xatherine Anne Porter, translator, !~ Green larr~.
1! ~izar.d1 (New York: Doubleday, 1942). p. 55.

l~ Joaquin

34 Ford, ~. ~., p. 25.
35

.,
Manon,

~.

g!l., p. 45.

.'
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4'

DRAMA II THE OUTPOSTS
The

march

of

empire

was incredibly rapid once the

possibilities of the lew World were lnderstood.

By 1503 the

House of Trade, Oasa de Oontratacidn, waS established in the
city of Seville.

The OonseJo de Indias, formed from a com-

mittee of the Oasa began to function\.n 1519. It established
the first asdiencia or supreme court. Antonio de Mendoza received his Royal Oommission on April 17, 1535. 1

After

teen years of service he moved on to Peru in 1550.

fif-

Such

a

transfer in a government position was then considered a promotion as much of the wealth from the Philippines was coming
across the Pacific and the mines of Peru were producing fabulous fortunes. 2
Settlements followed expeditions to the north and the
west and along the gulf, lueva Galicia on the Pacific, 1544,
Nueva Viscaya, 1562,

Nue~o

Ledn on the gulf, 1579,

Oarabajal, a jew, was governor of Nueva

Le~n

until

Luis
he

de
be-

came involved with the Inquisition. 3

1 A. Ourtis Wilgus, The ~evelo~ment ~ H!spanic
erica (New York: 7arrar & Rinehart, 1940), p. 152.

Am-

2 Alfred Ooester, A l1terar~ Historl ~ Spanish
erici (New York: The Macmillan Oompany, 1941), p. 3.

Am-

a

Wilgus,u. i l l .• p. 153.
- 94 -

....
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!y the end of the sixteenth century eighteen p!ovinces had been establi shed, 1 ncluding Venezuela,

Panama, the

'est Indies, and the Phl1lppines. 4
The gold rush of '49 kept the spirit
alive.

of

adventure

Alarcdn's father was lntereated in the mlnes. 5
Even settled

regions

were

not entirely converted.

There were occasional relapses of individuals or groups and

•

in the mid

went

fearlessly into the

there were still idols of gold and chalehihuitl
years of the sixteenth eentury.6
Jranciseans

and

Jesuits

river valleys of Sonora and Ooahuila, building churches and
suffering martyrdom in retaliation for the crimes

of mili-

taryadventurers.?
Land
through

C~nt

and

sea

expeditions spread the empire

south

ral .Ameri ca and the I sthmus to the southern co n-

tinent and north to the far flung outposts of civilization
in

territory

now

a

part of our country.

From Florida to

Oalifornia forts and missions were built.

4 Wilgus, all.
5 Dorothy Schons. "The Mexican !aekground of Alar~dnQ

lILA, LVII (March, 1942), 89-104.

6 Garcia Daniel SAnchez, Motollala (!arcelona; Heredores de J. Gili, 1914). p. 255.
7 Henry !amford Parkes. A Histo!l ~ !!xi.~
Houghton Mifflin Oompany, 1938)7 p. ?3.

(Eoston:
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In Mexico, in spite of political, military and.,social
upheavals, there have been periodic revivals of the works of
the early writers, and in some ,places annual performances of
the inherited secular and religious forms have continued uninterruptedly through the years. 8
ographies, but

even

pictures

.".

not only have the bi-

of some of the early writers

and adapters of the religious plays.9 Survivals of the primitive forms have been adequately

•

described

by many writers

and travelers. Ricard mentions the work of Dr. Ledn Tarascos
and quotes a French woman traveler,
ne s sed epi so de s

0

Mme.

de Toor, who wit-

f the Paseio n at T zi nzunt zan

of Lake Patzcuaro as saying,

"I

0

n the sho re s

am beginning to understand

why the most ignorant of the Indians respond

with such pro-

found feelings'to the episodes of the drama. "10
The Guadalupe cycle
religion in Mexico

what

has contributed to the drama

of

the Lourdes cycle has to France.ll~

In addition there have been the sacred dances of the natives
at the Mexican shrine since 1648. 12

ance s,

II

8 Francisco Monterde, "Pastorals and Popular Perform~t er Ar.i.!"
XXI I (August, 1938), 602.

9 Rub~n M. Campos, ~ produccidn literaria
AztecoA (M~xico:
Secretaria de Educacion, 1936).--10 Robert Ricard, La
!gue (Paris: 1933), p. 247.

Conquette

Spirituelle

de' los
du Mex-

11 Charles Oull$a, translator,
The History of Mexico,
Francisco Clavijero (London:
ACkerman~787),-P:

365.
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in~~pend

.ew events demanded new plays. !he wars for
ence brought about
AcatemR~

which

such

presentations

commemorates

the

as

The

Embrace

~

meeting of GUerrero and

tturbide to complete the independence of Mexico. 12
such an integral part of life that oae observer

Drama is

writes that

the real theater 11fe in Mexico is in its festivals. 13
'!Ihe theater has not always been able to pass trom one
generation to another, from onef:entury to another. by
the broad highway of books, but by those country roads
of tradition and memory.
Neither canvas,
nor marble,
enclosed in poor books like surprize packages. possessing the secret of the movement of life. it has more than
marble or color, the magic quality among the arts:
It
appears and dilappears. dies and is rebo~n.14
Because ot the simIlarity of the

names

~stores

Rastorales it must be remembered that the former
ous. referring to the shepherds at the stable

is religi-

of Bethlehem,

and the latter, secular, referring to those delightful

dia-

10 gues and eclo gues between shepherds and shepherdesses.

a dramatic form

they

that Cervantes was

and

As ....

dominated the stage to such an extent

afraid

that

If he did not write a play

in that style that he would not be remembered. 15

12 Monterde. ~.

£It.

13 Edlth Isaacs.
editor,
"Audience
Theater Arts, XXIII (May, 1939). 380.

on

the

Road,-

14 lludo'lfo Usigll, prolog9' libllggraf1a ~
en U6jico. l!:ancisco Uonterd! (Mexico, 1933), p. Ix.

uatro

15 llomera-llavarro, Historia !!. !!: l&teratura eBRanola
(New York:
D. C. Heath, 1928), p. 234.
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In Guatemala we still have more
rituals than 1n any other section.

of

At

the

.'

ancient pagan

ahi chi castanango

na.tives still swing their censors on the church steps
cate evil spirits.

The

~oiadore!

the beginning of the Aztec
performed in connection

the

to pla-

can be traced back to before

calendar.~

These

things

today are

with the church and not as purely pa-

gan expressions.

•

The dance of the Guatemaltecos, Conquistadores .Q2.,ng,ulstadgs, hints that after all one of their gods was more
ful.

The

dance

1s

representative

power-

of many that by means of

masks, bright colors, and rhythmic, terpischorean patterns 1nt erpret some phaze

0

f Spani sh

nedieval knights' costumes

are

hi sto ry

0

r

the 00 nquest.

remarkably accurate in detail.

The facial masks with blond hair and beards and
strikingly gothic.

The

story

is

blue eyes are

of the conquerors of Guatemala

and the native point of view that they in
because they stayed,

The

.....

turn were conquered

one of the best dramatic expressions

of the people that has been preserved. 16
One of the most unique

preservations is a purely pagan

plaY' of the little Aztec colony that fled from Mexico to 5iearagua at the time of the Oonquest. l7
~--------------

16 Margaret Shedd,
"A Dance of the Guatemala
lands.· Theater~. XXIII (May, 1939), 371-377.

High-

17 D. G. Brinton, The GUeg~e~. A comedy ballet ~ i~
Nicaraguan !!buatl tribe. (Philadelphia: 1883), 94 pp.
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The

history

.'

of

the drama in each of the twenty one

Spanish speaking countries, as we know them today. runs parallel to that of New Spain,
America.

the first colony on continental

In all of them the religious and

Spain inspired the recording and
In the outposts

pr~serving

secular drama of
of local drama.

in the northern continent this

general pattern was followed and has given us

•

an

same

important

part of our priceless Spanish heritage.
In the southern continent. the Ollanta drama of
was thought. for
theater. -Much

sometime to
printer's

and its authorship.the parish
1780.

prie~t

be

iDk

It has

a survival of the native

has been Shed over this play
been traced to Antonio Tald's,

who presented it successfully from 1770 to

The story concerns Qllantal,

and Qusi

~lllUrt

Joy Star,

their king.

reigns.

birth~

a chief of lowly

the daughter of the

Inca.

father forbids marriage. !he Andean mountaineers make
~

Peru

The old Inca dies and his

son,

of the Sun in euzco.

The mother

....

Q!l~-

Ima Sumac,

The ten year old daughter of Ollantal and Joy

is found in the convent of the elect virgins of

Her

the

Star
temple

i S a prisoner. 13y treach-

ery Qllanta:r; is brought in chains. The Inca pardons him, the
daught~r

rushes in and both men go to the convent and recoC-

nize Joy Star, who is then properly given in marriage by her
brother

who,

as the supreme ruler of the Incas, has

to do all things.

T4e conventional happy

ending

power

suggests
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European influence. 18

.'

This drama has been made an opera. 19

Perhaps the earliest extant drama by a native in this
region is

the

Espinosa,

a

~ut2

Sacrament~l

pure-blooded

de.

native

~

Pr9d1go of Juan

genius.

de

He also wrote a

defense 0 f Do n Lui s de Go ngo ra, 1694,. 20
In Upper Peru,

now Bolivia, the drama Usca Paucar in

the Quechua language,
~

aurora

~

still

Q2Rablanca

remains

•

anonymous. Oalderdn's

celebrates the Ohapel of Oopablanca

on the shores of Lake Titicaca in drama,
I~ianl

of

Don

Oar10s

as

the

lrimavera

Siguenza y Gdngora commemorates the

events of Guadalupe in Mexico. 21
In Argentina, the drama

S1ri~

of Manuel Jos6 Labar-

d6n, 1754-1809, concerns the capture of Lucia Miranda by the
I ndians.

She preferred to die rather t'han be separated from

her husband and become the wife of one of the Indian chiefs.

,..

Labard6n was a student at Ohuquisaca and a friend of Vald6s,
writer of the drama of 01lantaz.
1727-1788.

rector of San

In Juan

Oarlos,

Baltazar

Uazie1,

Buenos Aires, he found a

fr1end and patron who prevailed upon h1m to produce his play

18 Ooester, ~~.

sli., p. 31.

19 Oopies of various songs from this Opera are in the
Elizabeth Ayers Xidd collection of the Latin American Museum
of the Evanston Township H1gh School. New York publishers.
20 Ooester,

~.

21 Ib;'!i., p. 35.

sli., p. 32.
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some years after it was written. 22

!he origins of t,e thea-

ter in the Argentine are adequately treated by Beltr!n. 23
!he first theatrical company in
Francisco

P~rez

America

was that of

de Robles. In 1598 they decided to try their

fortune in the New World. Their art4cles of partnership were
signed June 28, 1599, in Lima. 24
In 1701 'rench ships were granted
in Spanish America. 25

In

1720

•

Pedro

the right to trade
de

Peralto Barnuevo

Rocha y Benevides gave an adaptation of Corneille's

Rq~un,e.

The accompanying entremese§ showed French influence. Feijod,
the Benedictine critic, 1676-1764,
the author of Lima
men of Europe."

~~ada,

lrench

was

remarked

that Barnuevo,

Requal to the most erudite

works containing revolutionary doc-

trines and rational philosophy seeped in. 26 In 1797 a set of
encyclopedias was smuggled in with ecclesiastical names. 27 A
new influence was to affect Spanish colonial policy •
•

4

22 Coester, ll.

sU.,

p. 35.

23 Oscar R. BeltrAn, ~ ~rig!~ del l~atro ,rgenlino
(Buenas Aires:
Editorial Lujan, 1934).
24 A. S. W. Rosenbach, ~ lir~ !heatri~ Qompanl
The Davis Press, 1939).

U ..!\meric! (Worcester:

25 Nina Lee Weisinger, A Guide ~ Studies in Spanish
~erican ~iterature (New York: D. C. Heath, 1940), p. 108.
26 Irving. A. Leonard, Introduction, An Outline Histon
~ Spanish American ~lter.ature. (New York: crofts. 1941), p.S.
27 Coester, l l •

.£ll.,

p. 40.
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The early Spanish drama in those parts

of the United
4'

states of America with Spanish historical background is best
known through the survivals
first

~~

and settlers.

of

those

forms brought by the

In the settlements that followed

the first explorations, life was liv4d according to the pattern of the age.

It was a difficult and sometimes dangerous

thing to keep in contact with

.

lfevertheles s t

civilization.
-

within the settlements the stamp ot Spanish culture
on the land of our inheritance.
necessity somewhat crude.

activities were ot

Pioneer

However,

was put

the spirit

of zeal for

King and Faith not only gave us those familiar Spanish place
names.

but

preserved the cultural traditions in the hearts

ot the people.

Both

Southwest and Southeast

sections were

explored and settled long before the control of
region at the mouth of- the

Mississippi

the central

became a matter

of

contention with the French.
Chronologically.

Florida

1s

first.

The historical

accounts ot Cabeza de Vaca. the Florida ot the Inca. and the
names of de Soto and Ponce de Ledn are generally known.
J'ranciscan friars accompanied all of the early
Alegre records that the Jesuits
Florida. June 28. 1566. 29

It

set
was

sail
not

The

expeditions.

trom

Havana

to

until 1567 that the

-

28 Carlos Maria Bustamente, editor, liAioria
""
cgmpania ~ l~ ~ lue~ Espana,
J'ranciscq laTter
(Mexico:
Camara, 22 de Mayo, 1841), I, p. 5.

S.i!!:
Alegre
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first governor arrived. 30

In 1573

the

Franciscans replaced
4'

the Jesuits who were ordered to Mexico. 31

No doubt the7 fol-

lowed the same t7pe of program that had been so successful in
Mexico.

!his

would

include the teaching of religion b7 the
incidents.~

dramatization of biblical

No records,

epistolar7

or otherwise seem to be available. Even though Drake destro7ed the city of San Agustin in 1586 subsequent official cart&s

•

and personal letters now in some dusty archive,

will

in time more of the details of these ear17 7ears. 32
it is known that a school

was

to

La

Bowever,

in operation in 1587

parish for the white settlers in St. Augustine.
his canonical visit

reveal

Florida

in

the

In reporting

in 1606, . the Dominican

bishop of Cuba, Fra7 Juan de las Cabezas de Altamirano,
gested that the king send a master for the

education

8ugof the

creoles as it would economize in the sending of the religious

,....

from Spain. B7 the turn of the centur7, 1600, the FranciscanS
were laboring in what today are our states of Florida,

South

Carolina, and Georgia. 33

Ed~tio~ iB Spanish N~rth
thl j1xteent4 Centurl (Washington, D.C.: NCWC,

29 Francis Borgia Steck,
~~ Dur~n,

1943), p. 12.
30 .
Ibid •• p. 34.
31 A. Curtis Wilgus, editor, Q~lo~R1spanlc ~~rica,
(St. Louis: Washington Univers1t7 Press, 1936), Appendix B.
"The Early Franciscans in Florida," Ka7nard Geiger.
32 Steck. ~.

lli.,

p. 35.
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As

early

as

1536 Oabeza de Vaca passed through the

•

country that is now Hew MexiCO

on

his return from the ill-

fated expedition to 11orida. 33

The marTelous tales

Indians about the seTen cities of O!bola and
ions led

to

the

of

the

hie recollect-

expedition of Mar.os de Hiza in 1539

and

that of Ooronado in 1540. 34 The first colonizing expedition,
organized in 1597, was

headed

by Orist6bal de onate a

of good mind and keen judgment. 35
Norte or R{o Grande, also
teen miles below

where

•

They

man

crossed the Rio del

called the Rio Brazo,

about fif-

the city of E1 Paso is now located,

the thi rti eth day of April,

0

n the Feast

0

f the Ascensio n

0

f

Our Lord, in the year 1598. 36
I

Oaptain Gaspar de VillagrA, then a young man with the
expedition, was inspired to write a history of the territory
in epic form some years later, 1610. 37

33 1. W. Bodge, editor and translator, S~anish EXQlgr~ !A the Southers ~nite~ Sta\~ (Bew York: Barp~r and Oompany, 1907) t Pp ... 19 ... 52.
34 Aurelio M. Espinosa, Espa~ ~ NU8TQ Mejic~ (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1937) ,
35 Gilberto lhpinosa, translator, BistQrl Q.!.I.!x Mexico
GasPIr P+rez ~ Yillagr! (Los Angeles, 1933), p. 56. This
work is a prose translation.

!z

36

llU., p. 136.

37 Arthur L. Oampa,
-Spanish Religious lolktheater in
the Spanish Southwest,- UniTe~A!iz ~ .ew lexico
~anguag~
mies, Vol. ,2. h. 1., p. 6.
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The governor then ordered a large chapel buil~ under
a grove of shad;y trees. Here the priests celebrated a
Solemn High Mass, after which the learned commissary
preached an excellent sermon. Then some soldiers enacted
a drama written by Captain FarfAn. This drama pictured
the advent of the friars to New Mexico.
We
saw the
priests coming to this land, kindl;y received by
the
simple natives, who reverentl;y approached on bended knee
and asked to be received into t~ faith,
being baptized
in great numbers. 38
After that a" rough and tumble
Z Qristi~B~

relieved

the

version

feeling'

This incident of 1598 seems to

be

of

of the

Moros

concerned. 39

all

the first record of re-

ligious and secular drama in New Mexico.

,

Villagrl's epic was published in Alcala de Henares in
1610. onl;y five ;years after the

pUblication

Pa.rte of Don Q,uixote of Oet-vantes.
one

of

lITew

of the Prlm~a

Mexico

is the only

our fort;y eight states whose history has been writ-

ten in verse. 40
We can presume that the fi rat regular expressio ns
drama were at the miasion of the first capital,
los Caballeros,

the

result

of""

San Juan de

of the labors of Fray

Agustin

Ruiz and his companions. 41

38 Villagr~,

u.

cit •• Canto XIV, p. 129.

39 l.bid.
40 .4. M. Espinosa, SU2,. cit •• p. 9.
41 Francisco Javier Alegre,

Historia

~ l!s~s ~ Nueva Ispa!, (Mexico: 1841) It
of the So ciety.

p.

11 !A
365.

Companla
Member
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The bmo ri al

0

f Fr ay Alo nso de Benavi de s, 1630, ..-.gi ve s

us the story of the struggles of the early missions. Some of
the

customs

of

the

Indians

Spaniards are described.

As

before

the

arrival

of the

part of the ritual to become a
wi~

leader, the candidate was flogged

thistles!

Afterward

he was entertained with farces and other jestings. 42 . ene of
the dances at Santa

F~

is recorded. 43

Mexico found somethi ngupo n

which

•

to

~~

The
build

.

in lew

their drama

in the traditioRS of the natives.
The Indian revolt lead by Pop', 1675-1680, and the
conquest by Vargas, 1692-1696, interrupted
stroy the Spanish background
Indians destroyed every

of

New

but

Mexico,

vestige of Spanish

r~

did not dealthough the

rule, possible,

in the fury of their reprisal. 44
The fact that Spain reached the height of her cultupal grand'8ur durl ng the si xt eenth and sevent eenth
at the time when
part of the

the

empire

!merlcan
accounts

colonies

for

the

centuries

were an integral
oontinuance of the

drama even in what was then such a remote outpost. 45

42 Mrs. Edward E. Ayer, translator, !h!. Memorial . 2.!
lLAz Alonso ~ BenavideA, 1630 (Ohicago: Lakeside Press,
1916), p. 31. Privately printed. Hodge and Lummis, notes.
43 iq!~., p. 23.
44 .A.. M. Espinosa, ~.
45 Ibid •• p. 19.

£1i., p. 2.
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Oampa,
vivals,

elsewhere.

n

~or~

has made a study

0

f thi rty-t wo

0

f Jihe sur-

mentions some that are common to all of the

colonies and

and

who

in

addition he lists some that do

jmong these are

9

00 1 gUiQ,

Qai~

U San h..!!.46

The two remarkable

•

Lo.!

characteristics

religious and secular dramas are

appear

~!das,

W

are mentioned by Espinosa

who also gives the local adaptations,
and ~ ~jan~, 1843. 47

not

!Aa~ ~ Abs~~,

k.! "l!sto res,

Mataph~,

Z Oristian9s, and

Akll,

and

Spanish

Oomanches,

of

these

1778,

simple

the preservation of so much

that was really good in the language and

the adaptability

~f

the subject matter to the American scene.
The
ico, 1899,

study

of Miss Hannah Eusk, San Rafael, New Mex-

discloses

that

names

and

entire passages are

identical in many versions of plays on the same subject. Her
version of Jew i!,xico last9rel gives us an insight

into the

possibilities of oral tradition. The influence of the vicissitudes

of

time

and fortune on these inherited treasures,

usually written in verse, is pointed out in her comment that
the style ranges greatly from doggerel to the distinction of
good Spanish models. 4S

,-----46 Oampa, ~. cit., p. 12.
47 A. M. Espinosa, ~. cit., p. 45.
48 M. R. Oole, Los Pastores (:Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1907), p. xii. Appendix 3. --

,..
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The survivals of the Nativity and Passion cyclel, .or
Christmas and Easter plays,
works like Lope de Vega l s
the accret 10 ns

0

still

W

evidence8of~ster

give

pasto!.!..!.

1!.

Eel.n,

ill sllte of

f the sevent eenth, el ght eenth and n1nehenth

centuries. The names show the viewpof-nt from whlch Jllchplays
were written

and

other plays based

indicate
0

the

n bi bli cal i nci dent s

longing to the two main cycles.
l!.llm.!ll persecucidn

,Duen po sadas

U

a

contribution of th

h

as

•n

0

ther than
Nino

~hor.

thOle

PerdUQlnd

was

sometimes

dramatic narrative. was sometimes recited

gi ven

as

a
W

lest.s follow the liturgical year,

I1I.gen

be-

lefors

~

a prolo!ie be-

fore aa§ posadas.

ltu

~nches,

as a joust! ng

dating from about 1777. was prilsnted

tournament

i2.ru Z. s!.U!.iangs.

in

W

manner

~i.2..!.

f

!ntrada§.

the inlllr! t ed

and juegos,

m,atachines, a masked mock battle dancl, was

accompanied by music. usually for Carnival,
church.

0

The details of these dramatic speclacles

or mock battles, referred to as
vary greatly.

the

but

on~

If the mock bull fight with the grandfather

before. the ,buelo or abue19s also went into the

Md in
W31

held

cbllrc!, but

no t the bull. 49

Drpa

49 J. M. and Aurelio M. Espinosa, manuscript, FolkMexi co. l1npubli shed.
Chapt ere XI I and XliI.

21. !.u
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The Franciscan Missions of Oalifornia were establish-

•

ed in the latter part of the eighteenth century. Among them.
the mission of San Luis Rey

was

founded

in 1798 under the

direction of the Marquis de Branciforte and the
Fray Peyri.

An

incident regarding

mission, Don Pio Pico, illustrates
drama played in the lives
went.

Gorgeously

he once

took

of

dressed

part

the

guidance of

~e §dmini~ador

the

of the

important part that

Spaniards

wherever they

•

in black velvet and silver lace.

in a bull fight and carried off all the

honors 1 He also distinguished himself as an actor in a Rastorela written by Padre Florencio Soledad. 50
Since these missions

which

were

established at the

distance of a day's journey apart, were the
in all of the settlements,
secular plays.5l

centers of life

there must have been innumerable

Fiestas were held on the slightest excuse.

Sports also had their place in these activities. 52
A witness of one of the survivals
the Noche

Bue~,

Ohristmas Eve, describes

and credits the origin to the Franciscans.
began with Midnight Mass and

of

Lo~ l!sto~e!

on

the play indetail
The

celebration

lasted until six the following

50 Adeline Stearns Wing, "The Mission of San
Rey," ~ L~nd ~ ~unsh1n!. III (October. 1895), 209.

Luis

51 Oharles Irederic Holden, "The Oordon of the King1s
Highwal," The ~Ind ~ Sunshine, III (June, 1895), 273.
52 J. U. and Aurelio Espinosa, Iss. ~. gil.
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morning. 53 Another writer describing a similar occasi~n told
of the difficulties of the actors

to

attend rehearsals and

the preference of the ;younger generation for
character

who

was customar7

took
for

Posadas.

A

part as a child in Mexico said that it
the children to .tart the tunes in every

house in September.

The love of the people for these simple

religious dramas is well expressed
love pastores.

La~

in

•

her

exclamation, "I

It is better for me than ten operas.

It be-

longs to the Mexican people. "54
The reco rd

0

f the early drama and theat er

0

f

Oalif-

ornia is written in the manuscripts in the missions, public,
private, and University Libraries.
no doubt,
occupation

destroyed

.
of

or

Junipera Serra

are

Notre Dame, Indiana.

such records

~ere,

taken elsewhere at the time of the

the Americans.

persal of such documents,

Manr

As an illustration of the dis-

the

baptismal

records

of

Fray

,...

now in the Library of the University of
The Collection, obtained

by

Diocesan

authority, may contain priceless manuscripts. Studies of the
available original manusoripts will give us a more

complete

story.55

53 Dorothy Hirshfield,
"Los Pastores,"
XII (December, 1928), 903-911. Lo s Angeles.
54 Ivah E. Deering,
(December, 1931), 264-265.
55 Rev.

"Lo s Pastores,"
San Diego.

~qeater~,
Survey,

LXVII

Brothe~ Ernest, C.S.C. t Archives, Notre Dame.
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Co le • s study

0

the work of Bourke, begun in the l890's
Texas.

He

traces

the

early works such as the

current

in

Rio Grand City,

of Motolinia and refers

!A literliura X

M+xicg of Pimentel and M6x1co A trav6§

history at Riva Palacio which is
illustrations.

upo n

dramatic forms back to the

~ ~ ~

to the iistor1a cr{tlca ~
~

bas~,d

the Burvi val sin Texas i s

t

so

•

~

las

~ ~

!igl~.

outstanding

He says that even after the

ci!ncias

in

the

color

discontinuance

of Oorpus Ohristi plays, the more objective religious dramas
remained long in public favor,

especially

in

the

smaller

communities. 56
The influence of seventeenth century autos is
to such works as
~~ ~

J!

autg Bivramental

of Antonio del Oastillo, 1675,

a~tstro i!nor of Antonio

Mira

de

Al

traced

niclmle~ ~ ~

and

J!

Kerena. 57

cologuio

Three short

cntremesel have been found to be by Oalderdl, 1600-1681.
song, Allrended flores

U n

~

58

~

is known to be one of Gongora's.

Among the old nameless and dateless manuscripts, one entitled

~ ~ Thief was brought to light in 1866. 59

Lgs lastores, A M9xican
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company,
1907), p. xii. Introduction and notes. Illustrations, music.
56

M. P. Cole, translator,

ua sU: 1h!. Nativitl

57 ~., p. 17.
58 Ibid., p. 20.
59 l,llA.
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l l i l!miniscenses of II

~~x~~

lissiQ.nary,

Fr.

,J>arisot

San Antonio, 1899, gives the story from the viewpoint of

one

who had first hand experience with the survivals. 60
Some

of

the

'descriptions of these present day

formances are good in So far

per-

as the; have made an attempt to

record what was seen and heard. but most of them are
in that sympathetic understanding of the
Ohristian religion SO necessary

for

•

Spanish, genius

an authentic

One writer gives an excellent description of
shepherds, hermit, realistic devils in

lacking

bl~ckt

and

account.

the nacimiento,
Lucifer in red,

with sparklers in their caps, St. Michael descending on wings,
hell on canvas with a bonfire in front of it, and the battles
between good and evil,

but confuses the Ohristmas and Easter

cycles in the prefatory remarks:
Spanish, Indian, medieval,
passion play. "61

and

"Los pastores,
contemporary

that hybrid

mixture

of

a

The same error has been expressed by saying

that -this play is suggestive of Oberammergau. 162
The music has been recorded,

.

but

we can presume that

it was as much like the original as the text. 63

60 Oole, ibid., p. xii.

61 Thea Goldschmidt, "Little Mexico lote,

It

ia!. EAa Ame ri 2A!! Unio n, LXVI (1932), pp. 827-831.

Jl~lletin of

62 Anonymous, "Los Pastore., II leview.2.! !leviews,
XV
(1887) 209. Ref. Oordelia 7iske Brodbent, The ~!! Messenger.

63 Oole, ibid •• p. xii
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LOS PASTORE8.
CANTO

A /Wended flores de ml
1..0 que 'Va de ayer a hoy;

Que ayer mara'Villas lui,
Y hoy sombra de ml no soy.
LUZBEL

Astros, lluvias y elementos
Desde el Norte basta el Poniente,
Planetas de Sur Ii Oriente,
Atended Ii mis lamentos.
Ya los engrandecimientos
Se acabaron para mf;
Yo Ii los cielos no volvf,
Pero con justa raz6n,
Amarte pluta y plut6n,
A /Wended flores de mi.

1110
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PARRADO

Hermanos, no es tiempo
De estar en conversaci6n,
cantenle de una vez,
Y que valla ha hacer su adoraa6n.
<

CANTO

Toed Tulio su bandola,
Y bail6 con gran contento,.
Porque 'Va a 'Ver ese nino
Que de JoaquIn y Ana es nieto.
CANTO DE TULlO SOLO

I.

2.

Pas - to - res
Es - taes la

con re
cau - sa

-

a - llu-den me 'fes-te - jar
nos es pre - ci-so el de - jar

go - ci - jo
que' to - dos

A un ni-flo DieS. que ha
La ca- ba -fta don-

-na - ci - do, En Be-l~n en un
de a-bit-amos Por ve- nir-te a

por
do

tal.
rar.

·smUlARY

The

drama

in co 10 ni al Mexi co had, it 8

0

culture of the indigenous inhabitants and the
ilization brought by the Spaniards.
and the crusade of religion
was replaced

by

wer~

Christianity

The

ri gi ns in the
European civ-

conquest

so thorough

of

that paganism

while the native rulers were

being exchanged for viceroys and

Pre-Cartesian

gov~nors.

records were not available until the conquerors learned
native languages and

the

arms

natives

the

bT means of the alphabet

from the Spanish language were able to put

down

their past

history from oral tradition, glyphs, and pictures. Tezozomoc,
Hernando de Alvarado, wrote such a Mexican Chronicle
1598. 1

about

The leveral accounts of this type are presumed to be

colored by the desire

of

the Indian writers to impress the

Spaniards with the high degree of

pagan

•

civilization

the arts, crafts, sciences, and religion,that
had achieved. 2

in~

the Indians

The rituals of the ancients were their first

dramatic forms.

MusiC,

rhythm,

and danCing were the prim-

itive elements.

"The art of a people begins with music. H3

1 Arturo Torres-Rfoseco. The Epic ~ ~!t1a Ameri~~
Literature (lew York: Oxford Press, .1942). p. 9.
,

2 Carlos Mar~a Bustamente. editor, Historia ieneral.
!ernardino !! !ahag~n (Mexico: Galvan. 1829) II. p. 270.
3 Luis Alberto S~nchez, Historis. !! ~ l1t!ratura ~
Ediciones Ercilla, 1937), p. 220.

~ricana (Chile:
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Spain, from the prehistoric times of the Iberitns, was
the cross roads of adventure for Europe.

!he Phonecians, the

Greeks, Oarthaginians, Visigoths, Arabs, Jews and Romans, all
left remnants of their culture and evidences ot

their influ-

ence

Spai n became

0

n the drama and theat er in the'- peni nsula.

a Roman colony about 200 B. O.

Ruins of the theaters ot that

era still remain. Rabbi Don Sem !ob at the time of Rey Pedro,
1356-1360, composed a

~anza

•

General requiring 75 actors.

dialogs of San Isidro as I! hombre z la razOn, Ian
and the elogiol of Oisneros are among the
works containing dramatic elements. 4
ies ot the separate kingdoms

~

Reasgn,

earliest Ohristian

Betore 1492 the histor-

give accounts of the etforts of

the troubador., the religious cycles
drama.. 5 Then came the Golden Age.

and the initial profane

Spain brought a rich

tural inheritance to !merica.
!mong the many dramatic forms that had been
during the centuries the autos tor the cycles
and laster, and· Oorpus Ohristi

The

found

adaptations with American themes in the

their
New

ot

cul-

....

developed
Ohri stmas

coun.terparts in
World.

Secular

forms continued the old pagan pastorales as well as the cologuigs and

~~

with Christian subject matter.

4 Narciso Dial de Escovar y Francisco de Lasso de la
Vega, Histor1! A!! ieatro espanol (Barcelona: Montaner y Simo n,

5 Jose ArJona Sanchez, I! tsatrg ~ Sevil~!
siglo s XVI I. XVII (Madrid: 1887).

~

I
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The

history

of

the

drama in colonial Mexico may be
~

briefly summarized as follows.

The first

plays were the re-

ligious dramas presented by the first missionaries.

Proof of

the first author and title is still a matter of research. Jr.
Andr68 de Olmos is known to

~uicio Jlnal. 6

Clavijero

have

w.ltten

refers

to

the

d'Olmos about the "universal judgment."7

•

•

a

version
play

Another

a representation of the "end of the world", similar

~ ~dgmeni,
Ricard

says

was dedicated

was

given

l!

Andrea

says

that

to

the

Tlatilulco in 1533.

8

that the Las Casas version of the Last Judgment
to

~ishop

first printer in 1546.
given in 1535

in Santiago

of

of

before

rival of the first

9

Zum!rrag~

This

is

and printed by Mexico's

evidently the 19d9ment Dal

ten thousand faces in honor of the ar-

viceroy

and

also

attended by the first

the first prlnt~r.lO

Usigli makes the same ref-

erence to the prInting as Ricard.

Garciduenas bases his ref-

bishop

and

~

erence on the Simeon translation of Ohimalpain's history_

6 Manuel Ma~n, Hist9ria S~ teatr9 ~~Incipal ~ ~
ico (Mexico: Editorial Oultura. 1932), p. 11.
7 Clavijero, ~. £1i •• ~k VII, p. 398.
8 Jos6 Rojas Garciduelas,
"Los Primerol Misioneros y
el teatro de-evangelizacidn", Divulgacidn H1stdrica. I. 475-62.
9 Robert Ricard, ~ Conquette §firituelle ~ lexique
(Paris: University Doctor's theSiS, 1933 , p. 236.
10 J. H. Cornyn,
(1934), 262-265.

"An Aztec Drama", B99k! Abroad,
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religious drama continued

The popular

establishment of th fe sChools.

The

various

even
orders

a£.ter the
not onlT

gave plays for scho: lastic exercise in their own schools,

but

co-operated with ot!:! her orders in the celebration of religious
The

and secular events.

Spanlards.-.had their own "teatro de

or vicere.gas 8.1 drama and religious plays.

the religious plaTs of the Spaniards. but

translated

some of the ~i r
At

least

The Indians

wn.

0

TheT

•

al so

t ranslat ed

secular

tifhree plays ot Lope are kno wn to have been

translated into llahu&f1atl.ll

It is to be presumed that the a1-

having had better training, improved the
public celebrations
leaving school •• ' ·

bT
12

their

participation

The plaTs

their own schools wer1,re a source
.

~

and parent s alike. so:lome

0

ot

given

and direction,

by the students in

editication

to students

f the ~~&io s were fo r I ndians only.

80me for Spaniards on:1 nly, some tor both. and others for

·ot mixed race, the !!!..!JJrestiz2s.

It is to be regretted that

liable records of the I · girls' schools under
the beatas are

not

the drama. The Latin,

more

!Ill
It

the

those
re-

direction of

complete on their participation in

Spanish, and Indian languages were used

1n these school plaTS. ,".

.!£.!
.C

11 Altred Ooest.l~ter, A Literary JIistorl ~ §panisll Am~r
(llew York: The Macrlilcmi1lan OompanT, 1928) t p. 29.
12 lIari ano Oueva4....
Avas t

"6xioo: 19.38), IV, p.

p.

60.

H1 s t 0 r 1 a

.u. a

19lel1a

~M6xico

....
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Dramas were presented in the churches, RAtios,~and the
corrales before theaters were built. The idea of giving plays
on a stage built before the high altar of a cathedral
ishes the modern reader.
parts of Mexico.

aston-

It is still customary even in rural

Plays were present.d for Oourt circles on a

stage in the hall of the viceroyls palace.

The

first

actor

of whom we have record, Navijo, was not mentioned in connection with

the

stage

•

but

the great outdoor spectacle of the

~~n9uista g~ 16xico. 1595!3

The earliest record of a secular

dramatist is that of Corvera, 1561. 14

Although

a c6dula was

issued for the building of the Hospital Real theater in 1553.
it was not built until 1671. 15
Ledn had built the Oas§ ~

In

Q~media~

the meantime Francisco de
in 1595. 16

The

first

theatrical company to come to the New World came to Lima. 17
The author and title of the first drama to be given on
the first stage,
production.

and

under

whether

whose

~

it was a religious or secular

auspices it was held. and for what

purpose, are still matters of conjecture and research.

13 Mandn. ~.

s1i ••

p. 14.

14 Alonso, Amado, Biograf~ ~ Fern6n Ggnzalel
lava (Buenas Aires, 1940), p. 43.

15

~,

Manon,

~.

11 14-

£1i.

16 Karvey Leroy Johnson. A! Edition £! !.riunfo 11 !2A
Santos (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1941). p. 5 •
.17 A. S. W. RosenbaCh, The ~~ Theatrical ~~mpanl
The Davis Press, 1939).

Ameri~ (Worcester:

1n
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The career of Mexico's

first

ranking

playwr~ght

in

both religious and secular dramas for the stage was as stormy
as that of the Mexican dramatist who,
his

own

country,

won

denied

both fame and fortune in Spain.

works of Eslava that have been

pres.rved

secular plays would make most interesting
on the

0

ther hand,

has

romantic theatre. lIS

suggest
reading.

that

The
his

Alarcdn,

described as la classic in the
;,
star shone with equal brilliance

been

His

with those of Lope, Tirso

and .oreto. 19

t

The ballads, romances. farces.
of the literary nun of

recognition in

the

and verses of occasion

seventeenth

century were witty,

realistic, and perilnent. 20 'or her, drama was merely another
vehicle for the expression of the poetic muse. In the end she
Bold her books and devoted herself to
the plague from which she also died.

nursing the victims of
In

the

Diarl of Padre

....

Juan Antonio Rivera we find this simple statement-"Today died
the famous Mexican nun,

Sor Juana In6s. de la Cruz. 121

Until

very recently nothing had been written about her in Eng1ish~2

IS

I

Torres-R~oseco.

19. Sanchez, 2Jl.

20

J!

~.

ill.,

Torres-R~oseco,

s11.,

p. 32.

p. 107.

~.

sil.,

p. 39.

21 Rivera, Padre Juan Antonio, "Diary," Bulletin ~
th~ ~ American Uni~, LXI (March, 1927), 1191-1199. This
covers the period of the last twenty years of her life.
22

SChons.

~.

ill .•

p. S.

121
The finding of manuscripts and
viously inedited cartas and documents

~

has

A manuscript

story of the early years.
~

the collecting of prerounded

out

of the Adoracidn

reyes. found in 1760 and translated by

the

the

11

scholar Paso

y Tro nco so, is beli eved to bela ng to*7 the. si xt eenth century.23
His collection of cartas was later
collection of Ouevas
Zum!rraga. 25
tape

80me

included

!ecause of

the

documents

have

been

the colonial period.

a

by Zavala. 24

•

expense and the government red
the

early years were the

These manuscripts, cartas and

goldmine for the reconstruction

its

The

unpublished letters of !ishop

of the best "books" of

"most worthless literature. n26

edited

Golden Age culture,

and

of

the part

played by drama even in the lives of those in the most primit 1 ve

0

u t po s t s.
As

new

provinces

wer.e added to the Empire, military

,...

conquest was followed by government and church.

The colonial

drama of our own states with Spanish background, like the Indian

primi~ive

dances, is

best

known

to us through its pop-

ular survivals.

23 Usi gll

t

U.

ill.,

p. 63.

24 Silvio Arturo Zavala, ~~ Rara !A hist2r~
del trabajo en Nueva Ispa~a (M'exico: ~ndo de cultura economica, +939), 5 vols. lDistolariQ, las~ Z Tron~~.
25 Manuel,Ouevas, Oartas ~~ (Mexico: 1949)
26 Ooester,

u. ill.,

p. 5.
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HIS TOR Y 0 F M E X leo•
III the Sixteenth' Century.

F

EMirulnd Cortes. The four very long letters written by this famous conqueror to his fovereign, Charles the, ~.ifth, containing an
account of the Conqueft, and many valua~le particulars refpeCting Mexico, and the· Mexicans, were publlihed in Spani£h, in Latin,
in the Tufcan, and other languages; the firft of thefe letters was
printed in Seville in 1522 I they are all well written, and difcover both
modeftJ and fincerity in the relation; as. he has neither made a boaft of
his own actions, nor thrown obfcurity on thofe of others. If he had
had the rathnefs to deceive his king, his enemies who prefented [0
many complaints at court againft him" would not have failed to re ..
proach him with fuch a ,crime.

Bernal Diaz del Caftillo, a foldier and conqueror; A True HiJlory
if the Conque.ft if New Spain, written by him, was printed in Madrid
in 1632, in one volume, folio. Notwithftanding the mifcarriage of
his undertaking, and the coarfenefs of the ftyle, this hiftoty has been
much efteemed for the fimplicity and fincerityof its author, whicI: is
every where difcoverable. He was an eye-witnefs of aU that he relates; but, from being illiterate, he was unqualified for the tafk he untook; and frequently thews himfelf forgetful of faCts, by having written many yeari after the conqueft.

..xiv

ACCOUNT OF THE WRITERS ON THE

.'

Alfonfo de Mata, and Alfonfo d'Ojcda, both conquerors, and writers of commentaries on the conqueft of Mexico, which Herrera and
Torquemada have made uit -of. Thofe of Oj~da are the fulle{l: and
the moil: efteemed. He was more acqminted with the Indians,
being the perfon appointed to attend tq tpe auxiliary troops of the
Spaniards.
,

-Q

The Anonymous Conqueror. This is the name given to the author
of a thort, but very curious, and efieemed relation which is found in
the colleCtion of Ramufio, under the tit1~ ohhe Relation if a Gentleman who atfended Ferdinand Cort(s. I have not been able to conjecture who this gentleman may have ~n, as no author makes mention
of him; but,' whoever he was,' h.~ i~ candid,' accurate, and curious.
Without trollbling himfelf with the even~s of the conqueft,
he relates what he obferved in MexicG cencerning the houfes, the
fepulchres, the arms, the:: drelfes, the manner of eating and drinking,
&c. of the- Me~cans, and defcribes the form oftheit temples. If
his w\:)kt:fJlic!,~~t~n:'ro.. rirttch etirtfi'li'ec!-;' therti~"'_have been ho,
one cofh~ibi't't)lit:~ng'tb~IJntiqmti~s Of ·MtOOoo.- :'.

" . ;':.

':'_1' _"

'; . ':.' "

""

'

Frandfca ;LOpeZ' de Gorti~~ - Tlie hilbf of Nh, Spafn~ writfen.'by
this' leaf,..ed $p:iniard·akteeablCt<tiri~~reCe1"edfrom.themouths
of tUb cOl1'qoerots, and' t~ Writi'rlg& ~'lfhe Att't [~. .-miffioJ1&ries
who' ,~he etnpl6Ye(t'iri th~ 'ct>n'itt'dn: oflbe'MeJelcatlSl;afdprintC!d'i~ ,
Sa~ago«a;iHi554~ is cb'ti6mi'andwell'tlrawn'up; 'flbwas il\e firlt: who·
pubtiilied th~ fefti~als, rite!; Jaws, Mid-the metMd by which the Mexi.
cans computed time: but there are many inaceuracies- in it on acc0unt
. of thefe firft inforrm.tions which he obJained not having been altogether
exact.' The-tranfi~tion 'of this' work tn th.e TU(can language, printed
at V en~Ge inlS'99, is fo full of Clirors itcannot be rCld without difguil: .

...

de

Toribio
Benavente., A moil celebrated Spa:-::i.1rd of the order of
St. i"rancis, and.one of the twelve firft preachers who announced the
gofpd to the 1\Iexicans, known corilmonly from his evangelical po_.
verty, hy the Mexican name of Motolinia" wrote, among his apofioli-c,!l works, 'l'he H!J!ory of the Indict11s ofNe'lv Sp,'?in, divided into' three
p.lrts. In the firfi, he explains the rite3 of their ancient religion; in

Q
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